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Abstract
We propose a second order differential calculus to analyze the regularity and the stabil-
ity properties of the distribution semigroup associated with McKean-Vlasov diffusions. This
methodology provides second order Taylor type expansions with remainder for both the evolu-
tion semigroup as well as the stochastic flow associated with this class of nonlinear diffusions.
Bismut-Elworthy-Li formulae for the gradient and the Hessian of the integro-differential opera-
tors associated with these expansions are also presented.
The article also provides explicit Dyson-Phillips expansions and a refined analysis of the
norm of these integro-differential operators. Under some natural and easily verifiable regularity
conditions we derive a series of exponential decays inequalities with respect to the time horizon.
We illustrate the impact of these results with a second order extension of the Alekseev-Gröbner
lemma to nonlinear measure valued semigroups and interacting diffusion flows. This second
order perturbation analysis provides direct proofs of several uniform propagation of chaos prop-
erties w.r.t. the time parameter, including bias, fluctuation error estimate as well as exponential
concentration inequalities.
Keywords : Nonlinear diffusions, mean field particle systems, variational equations, logarith-
mic norms, gradient flows, Taylor expansions, contraction inequalities, Wasserstein distance,
Bismut-Elworthy-Li formulae.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Description of the models
For any n ě 1 we let PnpRdq be the convex set of probability measures η, µ on Rd with absolute
n-th moment and equipped with the Wasserstein distance of order n denoted by Wnpη, µq. Also let
btpx1, x2q be some Lipschitz function from R2d into Rd and let Wt be an d-dimensional Brownian
motion defined on some filtered probability space pΩ, pFtqtě0,Pq. We also consider the Hilbert space
HtpRdq :“ L2ppΩ,Ft,Pq,Rdq equipped with the L2 inner product x., .yHtpRdq. Up to a probability
space enlargement there is no loss of generality to assume that HtpRdq contains square integrable
Rd-valued variables independent of the Brownian motion.
For any µ P P2pRdq and any time horizon s ě 0 we denote by Xµs,tpxq be the stochastic flow
defined for any t P rs,8r and any starting point x P Rd by the McKean-Vlasov diffusion
dX
µ
s,tpxq “ bt
`
X
µ
s,tpxq, φs,tpµq
˘
dt` dWt with bt px, µq :“
ż
µpdyq btpx, yq (1.1)
In the above display, φs,t stands for the evolution semigroup on P2pRdq defined by the formulae
φs,tpµqpdyq “ µPµs,tpdyq :“
ż
µpdxq Pµs,tpx, dyq with Pµs,tpx, dyq :“ PpXµs,tpxq P dyq
The existence of the stochastic flow Xµs,tpxq is ensured by the Lipschitz property of the drift
function see for instance [36, 42]. To analyze the smoothness of the semigroup φs,t we need to
strengthen this condition.
We shall assume that the function btpx1, x2q is differentiable at any order with uniformly bounded
derivatives. In addition, the partial differential matrices w.r.t. the first and the second coordinate
are uniformly bounded; that is for any i “ 1, 2 we have
}bris}2 :“ sup
tě0
sup
yPR2d
}brist pyq}2 ă 8 with brist :“ ∇xibt (1.2)
In the above display, }A}2 :“ λmaxpAA1q1{2 stands for the spectral norm of some matrix A, where
A1 stands for the transpose of A, λmaxp.q and λminp.q the maximal and minimal eigenvalue. In the
further development of the article, we shall also denote by Asym “ pA ` A1q{2 the symmetric part
of a matrix A. In the further development of the article we represent the gradient of a real valued
function as a column vector, or equivalently as the transpose of the differential-Jacobian operator
which is, as any cotangent vector, represented by a row vector. The gradient and the Hessian of a
column vector valued function as tensors of type p1, 1q and p2, 1q, see for instance (3.1).
The mean field particle interpretation of the nonlinear diffusion (1.1) is described by a system
of N -interacting diffusions ξt “ pξitq1ďiďN defined by the stochastic differential equations
dξit “ btpξit,mpξtqq dt` dW it with 1 ď i ď N and mpξtq :“
1
N
ÿ
1ďjďN
δξit
(1.3)
In the above display, ξi0 stands for N independent random variables ξ
i
0 with common distribution
µ0, and W it are N independent copie of the Brownian motion Wt.
McKean-Vlasov diffusions and their mean field type particle interpretations arise in a variety of
application domains, including in porous media and granular flows [7, 8, 17, 60], fluid mechanics [51,
52, 54, 61], data assimilation [10, 24, 32], and more recently in mean field game theory [9, 13, 12,
14, 15, 16, 41, 38], and many others.
The origins of this subject certainly go back to the beginning of the 1950s with the article by
Harris and Kahn [40] using mean field type splitting techniques for estimating particle transmission
energies. We also refer to the pioneering article by Kac [45, 46] on particle interpretations of
Boltzmann and Vlasov equations, and the seminal articles by McKean [51, 52] on mean field particle
interpretations of nonlinear parabolic equations arising in fluid mechanics. Since this period, the
analysis of this class of mean field type nonlinear diffusions and their discrete time versions have
been developed in various directions. For a survey on these developments we refer to [14, 24, 58],
and the references therein.
The McKean-Vlasov diffusions discussed in this article belong to the class of nonlinear Markov
processes. One of the most important and difficult research questions concerns the regularity analysis
and more particularly the stability and the long time behavior of these stochastic models.
In contrast with conventional Markov processes, one of the main difficulty of these Markov
processes comes from the fact that the evolution semigroup φs,tpµq is nonlinear w.r.t. the initial
condition µ of the system. The additional complexity in the analysis of these models comes from
the fact that their state space is the convex set of probability measures, thus conventional functional
analysis and differential calculus on Banach space cannot be directly applied.
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The main contribution of this article is the development of a second order differential calculus
to analyze the regularity and the stability properties of the distribution semigroup associated with
McKean-Vlasov diffusions. This methodology provides second order Taylor type expansions with
remainder for both the evolution semigroup as well as the stochastic flow associated with this class
of nonlinear diffusions. We also provide a refined analysis of the norm of these integro-differential
operators with a series of exponential decays inequalities with respect to the time horizon.
The article is organized as follows:
The main contributions of this article are briefly discussed in section 1.2. The main theorems
are stated in some detailed in section 2. Section 3 provides some pivotal results on tensor integral
operators and on integro-differential operators associated with the second order Taylor expansions
of the semigroup φs,tpµq. Section 4 is dedicated to the analysis of the tangent process associated
with the nonlinear diffusion flow. We presents explicit Dyson-Phillips expansions as well as some
spectral estimates. The last section, section 4 is mainly concerned with the proofs of the first and
second order Taylor expansions. The proof of some technical results are collected in the appendix.
Detailed comparisons with existing literature on this subject are also provided in section 2.5.
1.2 Statement of some main results
One of the main contribution of the present article is the derivation of a second order Taylor
expansion with remainder of the semigroup φs,t on probability spaces. For any pair of measures
µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq, these expansions take basically the following form:
φs,tpµ1q » φs,tpµ0q ` pµ1 ´ µ0qDµ0φs,t ` pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ0φs,t (1.4)
In the above display, Dkµ0φs,t stands some first and second order operators, with k “ 1, 2. A more
precise description of these expansions are the remainder terms is provided in section 2.2.
Section 2.3.1, also provides an almost sure second order Taylor expansions with remainder of
the random state Xµs,tpxq of the McKean diffusion w.r.t. the initial distribution µ. These almost
sure expansions take basically the following form
X
µ1
s,tpxq ´Xµ0s,tpxq »
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdyq Dµ0Xµ0s,tpx, yq `
1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2pdzq D2µ0Xµ0s,tpx, zq (1.5)
for some random functions Dkµ0X
µ0
s,t from R
p1`kqd into Rd, with k “ 1, 2. A more precise description
of these almost sure expansions is provided in section 2.3.1 (see for instance (2.18) and theorem 2.6).
Given some random variable Y P HspRdq with distribution µ P P2pRdq, observe that the stochas-
tic flow ψs,tpY q :“ Xµs,tpY q satisfies the HtpRdq-valued stochastic differential equation
dψs,tpY q :“ Btpψs,tpY qq dt` dWt (1.6)
In the above display, Bt stands for the drift function from HtpRdq into itself defined by the formula
BtpXq :“ E
`
btpX,Xq | X
˘
In the above display, X stands for an independent copy of X. The above Hilbert space valued
representation of the McKean-Vlasov diffusion (1.1) readily implies that for any Y1, Y0 P HspRdq we
have the exponential contraction inequality
}ψs,tpY1q ´ ψs,tpY0q}HtpRdq ď e´λpt´sq }Y1 ´ Y0}HtpRdq
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for some λ ą 0, as soon as the following condition is satisfied
xX1 ´X0, BtpX1q ´BtpX0qyHtpRdq ď ´2λ }X1 ´X0}2HtpRdq (1.7)
for any t ě 0 and any X1,X0 P HtpRdq. In addition, in this framework the first order differential
Bψs,tpY q of the stochastic flow coincides with the conventional Fréchet derivative of functions from
an Hilbert space into another. In addition, we shall see that the gradient of first order operator
Dµφs,t coincides with the dual of the tangent process associated with the Hilbert space-valued
representation (1.6) of the McKean-Vlasov diffusion (1.1); that is, for any smooth function f we
have that the dual tangent formula
Bψs,tpY q‹ ¨∇fpψs,tpY qq “ ∇Dµφs,tpfqpY q (1.8)
A more precise description of the Fréchet differential Bψs,tpY q and the dual operator is provided in
section 2.1 and section 4. A proof of the above formula is provided in theorem 4.8.
The Taylor expansions discussed above are valid under fairly general and easily verifiable condi-
tions on the drift function. For instance, the regularity condition (1.2) is clearly satisfied for linear
drift functions. As it is well known, dynamical systems and hence stochastic models involving drift
functions with quadratic growth require additional regularity conditions to ensure non explosion of
the solution in finite time.
Of course the expansions (1.4) and (1.5) will be of rather poor practical interest without a
better understanding of the differential operators and the remainder terms. To get some useful
approximations, we need to quantify with some precision the norm of these operators. A important
part of the article is concerned with developing a series of quantitative estimates of the differential
operators Dkµ0φs,t and the remainder term; see for instance theorem 2.3 and theorem 2.4.
To avoid estimates that grow exponentially fast with respect to the time horizon, we need to
estimate with some precision the operator norms of the differential operators in (1.4). To this end,
we shall consider an additional regularity condition:
pHq : There exists some λ0 ą 0 and λ1 ą }br2s}2 such that for any px1, x2q P R2d and any time
horizon t ě 0 we have
Atpx1, x2qsym ď ´λ0 I and br1st px1, x2qsym ď ´λ1 I (1.9)
In the above display, I stands for the identity matrix and At the matrix-valued function defined by
Atpx1, x2q :“
«
b
r1s
t px1, x2q br2st px2, x1q
b
r2s
t px1, x2q br1st px2, x1q
ff
and we set λ1,2 :“ λ1 ´ }br2s}2 (1.10)
More detailed comments on the above regularity conditions, including illustrations for linear
drift and gradient flow models, as well as comparisons with related conditions used in the literature
on this subject are also provided in section 2.4.
Under the above condition, we shall develop several exponential decays inequalities for the norm
of the differential operators Dkµ0φs,t as well as for the remainder terms in the Taylor expansions. The
first order estimates are given in (2.6), the ones on the Bismut-Elworthy-Li gradient and Hessian
extension formulae are provided in (2.7) and (2.8). Second and third order estimates can also be
found in (2.12) and (2.14).
The second order differential calculus discussed above provides a natural theoretical basis to
analyze the stability properties of the semigroup φs,t and the one of the mean field particle system
discussed in (1.3).
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For instance, a first order Taylor expansion of the form (1.4) already indicates that the sensi-
tivity properties of the semigroup w.r.t. the initial condition µ are encapsulated in the first order
differential operator Dµφs,t. Roughly speaking, whenever pHq is satisfied, we show that there exists
some parameter λ ą 0 such that
_k“1,2|||Dkµ0φs,t||| » e´λpt´sq and therefore |||φs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0q||| » e´λpt´sq (1.11)
for some operator norms |||.|||. For a more precise statement we refer to theorem 2.2 and the
discussion following the theorem.
The second order expansion (1.4) also provides a natural basis to quantify the propagation of
chaos properties of the mean field particle model (1.3). Combining these Taylor expansions with a
backward semigroup analysis we derive a a variety of uniform mean error estimates w.r.t. the time
horizon. This backward second order analysis can be seen a second order extension of the Alekseev-
Gröbner lemma [1, 37] to nonlinear measure valued and stochastic semigroups. For a more precise
statement we refer to theorem 2.7. As in (1.11), one of the main feature of the expansion (1.4) is
that it allows to enter the stability properties of the limiting semigroup φs,t into the analysis of the
flow of empirical measures mpξtq.
Roughly speaking, this backward perturbation analysis can be interpreted as a second order
variation-of-constants technique applied to nonlinear equations in distribution spaces. As in the
Ito’s lemma, the second order term is essential to capture the quadratic variation of the processes,
see for instance the recent article [43] in the context of conventional stochastic differential equation,
as well as in [28, 4] in the context of interacting jump models. The discrete time version of this
backward perturbation semigroup methodology can also be found in chapter 7 in [23], a well as in
the articles [25, 26, 27] .
As initiated-readers will have noticed, the first order operator Dµφs,t reflects the fluctuation
errors of the particle measures, while the second order term encapsulates their bias. In other words,
estimating the norm of second order operator D2µφs,t allows to quantify the bias induced by the
interaction function, while the estimation of first order term is used to derive central limit theorems
as well as Lp-mean error estimates.
As in (1.11), these estimates take basically the following form. For n ě 1 and any sufficiently
regular function f we have
|||Dµ0φs,t||| » e´λpt´sq ùñ |E r}mpξtqpfq ´ φ0,tpmpξ0qqpfq}ns1{n | ď cn{
?
N (1.12)
In addition, we have the uniform bias estimate w.r.t. the time horizon
|||D2µ0φs,t||| » e´λpt´sq ùñ |E rmpξtqpfq ´ φ0,tpmpξ0qqpfqs | ď c{N (1.13)
In the above display, |||.||| stands for some operator norm, and pc, cnq stands for some finite constants
whose values doesn’t depend on the time horizon. We emphasize that the above results are direct
consequence of a second order extension of the Alekseev-Gröbner type lemma for particle density
profiles. For more precise statements we refer to theorem 2.7 and the discussion following the
theorem.
1.3 Some basic notation
Let LinpB1,B2q be the set of bounded linear operators from a normed space B1 into a possibly
different normed space B2 equipped with the operator norm |||.|||B1ÑB2 . When B1 “ B2 we write
LinpB1q instead of LinpB1,B1q.
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With a slight abuse of notation, we denote by I the identity pd ˆ dq-matrix, for any d ě 1, as
well as the identity operator in LinpB1,B1q. We also denote by }.} any (equivalent) norm on some
finite dimensional vector space over R.
We let ∇fpxq “ rBxifpxqs1ďiďd be the gradient column vector associated with some smooth
function fpxq from Rd into R. Given some smooth function hpxq from Rd into Rd we denote by
∇h “ “∇h1, . . . ,∇hd‰ the gradient matrix associated with the column vector function h “ phiq1ďiďd.
We also let p∇ b ∇q be the second order differential operator defined for any twice differentiable
function gpx1, x2q on R2d by the Hessian-type formula
pp∇ b∇qgqi,j “ p∇x1 b∇x2qpgqi,j “ p∇x2 b∇x1qpgqj,i “ Bxi
1
B
x
j
2
g (1.14)
We consider the space CnpRdq of n-differentiable functions and we denote by CnmpRdq the subspace
of functions f such that
sup
0ďkďn
}∇kfpxq} ď c wmpxq with the weight function wmpxq “ p1` }x}qm for some m ě 0.
We equip CnmpRdq with the norm
}f}CnmpRdq :“
ÿ
0ďkďn
}∇kf{wm}8 with }∇kf{wm}8 “ sup
xPRd
}∇kfpxq{wmpxq}
When there are no confusions, we drop to lower symbol }.}8 and we write }f} instead of }f}8 the
supremum norm of some real valued function. We let epxq :“ x be the identify function on Rd and
for any µ P PnpRdq and n ě 1 we set
}e}µ,n :“
„ż
}x}n µpdxq
1{n
For any µ1, µ2 P PnpRdq, we also denote by ρnpµ1, µ2q some polynomial function of }e}µi,n with
i “ 1, 2. When µ1 “ µ2 we write ρnpµ1q instead of ρnpµ1, µ1q.
Under our regularity conditions on the drift function, using elementary stochastic calculus for
any n ě 2 and µ P PnpRdq we check the following estimates
E
`}Xµs,tpxq}n˘1{n ď cnptq p}x} ` }e}µ,2q which implies that φs,tpµqp}e}nq1{n ď cnptq }e}µ,n (1.15)
In the above display and throughout the rest of the article, we write cptq, cǫptq, cnptq, cn,ǫptq, cǫ,nptq
and cm,nptq withm,n ě 0 and ǫ P r0, 1s some collection of non decreasing and non negative functions
of the time parameter t whose values may vary from line to line, but which only depend on the
parameters m,n, ǫ, as well as on the drift function bt. Importantly these contants do not depend on
the probability measures µ. We also write c, cǫ, cn, cn,ǫ, and cm,n when the constant do not depend
on the time horizon.
2 Statement of the main theorems
2.1 First variational equation on Hilbert spaces
As expected, the Fréchet differential Bψs,tpY q of the stochastic flow ψs,tpY q associated with the
stochastic differential equation (1.6) satisfies an Hilbert space-valued linear equation (cf. (4.1)).
The drift-matrix of this evolution equation is given by the Fréchet differential BBtpψs,tpY qq of the
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drift function Bt evaluated along the solution of the flow. Mimicking the exponential notation of
the solution of conventional homogeneous linear systems, the semigroup associated with the first
variational equation is written as follows
Bψs,tpY q “ e
űt
s
BBupψs,upY qq du P LinpHspRdq,HtpRdqq
The above exponential is understood as an operator valued Peano-Baker series [57]. A more detailed
presentation of these models is provided in section 4.
The HtpRdq-log-norm of an operator Tt P LinpHtpRdq,HtpRdqq is defined by
γpTtq :“ sup
}Z}
HtpR
dq
“1
xZ, pTt ` T ‹t q{2 ¨ ZyHtpRdq
Our first main result is an extension of an inequality of Coppel [20] to tangent processes associ-
ated with Hilbert-space valued stochastic flows.
Theorem 2.1. For any time horizon t ě s and any Y P HspRdq we have the log-norm estimate
´
ż t
s
γ p´BBupψs,upY qqq du ď 1
t
log |||e
űt
s
BBupψs,upY qq du|||
HtpRdqÑHtpRdq
ď
ż t
s
γ pBBupψs,upY qqq du
(2.1)
In addition, we have
pHq ùñ BBtpXqsym ď ´λ0 I ùñ 1
t
log |||e
űt
s
BBupψs,upY qq du|||
HtpRdqÑHtpRdq
ď ´λ0 (2.2)
The proof of the above theorem in provided in section 4.1.
Let Y0, Y1 P HspRdq be a pair of random variables with distributions pµ0, µ1q P P2pRdq2. Also
let µǫ be the probability distribution of the random variable
Yǫ :“ p1´ ǫq Y0 ` ǫ Y1 ùñ Bǫψs,tpYǫq “ e
űt
s
BBupψs,upY qq du ¨ pY1 ´ Y0q (2.3)
This observation combined with the above theorem yields an alternative and more direct proof of an
exponential Wasserstein contraction estimate obtained in [5]. Namely, using (2.2) we readily check
the W2-exponential contraction inequality
BBtpXqsym ď ´λ0 I ùñ W2pφs,tpµ1q, φs,tpµ0qq ď e´λ0pt´sq W2pµ0, µ1q (2.4)
For any function f P C1pRdq with bounded derivative we also quote the first order expansion
rφs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0qs pfq “
ż 1
0
xBψs,tpYǫq‹ ¨∇fpψs,tpYǫqq, pY1 ´ Y0qyHtpRdq dǫ
In the above display, x., .yHtpRdq stands for the conventional inner product on L2ppΩ,Ft,Pq,Rdq.
The above assertion is a direct consequence of theorem 4.8.
2.2 Taylor expansions with remainder
The first expansion presented in this section is a first order linearization of the measure valued
mapping φs,t in terms of a semigroup of linear integro-differential operators.
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Theorem 2.2. For anym,n ě 1 and µ0, µ1 P Pm_2pRdq, there exists a semigroup of linear operators
Dµ1,µ0φs,t from C
n
mpRdq into itself such that
φs,tpµ1q “ φs,tpµ0q ` pµ1 ´ µ0qDµ1,µ0φs,t (2.5)
In addition, when pHq is satisfied we have the gradient estimate
}∇Dµ1,µ0φs,tpfq} ď c e´λpt´sq }∇f} for some λ ą 0 (2.6)
The proof of the above theorem with a more explicit description of the first order operators
Dµ1,µ0φs,t are provided in section 4.3. In (2.6) we can choose λ “ λ1,2, with the parameter λ1,2
introduced in (1.10). The semigroup property is a consequence of theorem 4.5 and the gradient
estimates is a reformulation of the operator norm estimate discussed in (4.12).
We also provide Bismut-Elworthy-Li-type formulae that allow to extend the gradient and Hessian
operators ∇kDµ1,µ0φs,t with k “ 1, 2 to measurable and bounded functions. When the condition
pHq is satisfied we show the following exponential estimates
}∇Dµ1,µ0φs,tpfq} ď c
`
1_ 1{?t´ s˘ e´λpt´sq }f} for some λ ą 0 (2.7)
In addition, we have the Hessian estimate
}∇2Dµ1,µ0φs,tpfq} ď c p1_ 1{pt´ sqq e´λpt´sq }f} for some λ ą 0 (2.8)
The proof of the first assertion can be found in remark 4.7 on page 28. The proof of the Hessian
estimates is a consequence of the decomposition of ∇2Dµ0,µ1φs,t discussed in (5.1) and the Hessian
estimates (3.16) and (3.31).
It is worth mentioning that the semigroup property is equivalent to the chain rule formula
Dµ1,µ0φs,t “ Dµ1,µ0φs,u ˝Dφs,upµ1q,φs,upµ0qφu,t (2.9)
which is valid for any s ď u ď t. Without further work, theorem 2.2 also yields the exponential
W1-contraction inequality
W1pφs,tpµ1q, φs,tpµ0qq ď c e´λpt´sq W1pµ0, µ1q (2.10)
with the same parameter λ a in (2.6). In the same vein, the estimate (2.7) yields the total variation
estimate
}φs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0q}tv ď c
`
1_ 1{?t´ s˘ e´λpt´sq }µ0 ´ µ1}tv
with the same parameter λ a in (2.7). In all the inequalities discussed above we can choose any
parameter λ ą 0 such that λ ă λ1,2, with the parameter λ1,2 introduced in (1.10). In the W1-
contraction inequality (2.10) we can choose λ “ λ1,2. A more refined estimate is provided in
section 2.4.
Next theorem provides a first order Taylor expansion with remainder.
Theorem 2.3. For any m,n ě 0 and µ0, µ1 P Pm`2pRdq, there exists a linear operators D2µ1,µ0φs,t
from Cn`2m pRdq into Cnm`2pR2dq such that
φs,tpµ1q “ φs,tpµ0q ` pµ1 ´ µ0qDµ0φs,t `
1
2
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ1,µ0φs,t (2.11)
with the first order operator Dµ0φs,t :“ Dµ0,µ0φs,t introduced in theorem 2.2. In addition, when pHq
is satisfied we also have the estimate
}p∇b∇qD2µ1,µ0φs,tpfq} ď c e´λpt´sq sup
i“1,2
}∇if} for some λ ą 0 (2.12)
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The proof of the above theorem in provided in section 5.2. A more precise description of the
second order operator D2µ1,µ0φs,t is provided in (5.9) and (5.13).
Theorem 2.4. For any m,n ě 1 and µ0, µ1 P Pm`4pRdq, there exists a linear operators D3µ1,µ0φs,t
from Cn`3m pRdq into Cnm`4pR3dq such that
φs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0q
“ pµ1 ´ µ0qDµ0φs,t `
1
2
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ0φs,t ` pµ1 ´ µ0qb3D3µ0,µ1φs,t
(2.13)
with the second order operator D2µ0φs,t :“ D2µ0,µ0φs,t introduced in theorem 2.3. In addition, when
pHq is satisfied we have the third order estimate
|pµ1 ´ µ0qb3D3µ0,µ1φs,tpfq|
ď c e´λpt´sq `_i“1,2,3}∇if}˘ W2pµ0, µ1q3 for some λ ą 0 (2.14)
The proof of the first part of the above theorem in provided in section 5.3. We can choose in
(2.14) any parameter λ ą 0 such that λ ă λ1,2, with the parameter λ1,2 introduced in (1.10). The
proof of the third order estimate (2.14) is rather technical, thus it is provided in the appendix, on
page 35.
2.3 Illustrations
The first part of this section states with more details the almost sure expansions discussed in (1.5).
Up to some differential calculus technicalities, this result is a more or less direct consequence of
the Taylor expansions with remainder presented in theorem 2.3 and theorem 2.4 combining with a
backward formula presented in [5].
The second part of this section is concerned with a second order extension of the Alekseev-
Gröbner lemma to nonlinear measure valued semigroups and interacting diffusion flows. This second
order stochastic perturbation analysis is also mainly based on the second order Taylor expansion
with remainder presented in theorem 2.4 .
In the further development of this section without further mention we shall assume that condition
pHq is satisfied.
2.3.1 Almost sure expansions
We recall the backward formula
X
µ1
s,tpxq ´Xµ0s,tpxq “
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ1s,upxqq1 rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs pbupXµ1s,upxq, .qq du (2.15)
The above formula combined with (2.4) and the tangent process estimates presented in section 3.3
yields the uniform almost sure estimates
}Xµ1s,tpxq ´Xµ0s,tpxq} ď e´pλ0^λ1qpt´sq W2pµ0, µ1q (2.16)
The above estimate is a consequence of (2.4) and conventional exponential estimates of the tangent
process ∇Xµs,t (cf. for instance (3.2)). A detailed proof of this claim and the backward formula
(2.15) can be found in [5].
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We extend the operatorsDkµφs,t introduced in theorem 2.4 to tensor valued functions f “ pfiqiPrns
with i “ pi1, . . . , inq P rns :“ t1, . . . , dun by considering the same type tensor function with entries
Dkµφs,tpfqi :“ Dkµφs,tpfiq and we set dµs,tpx, yq :“ Dµφs,tpbtpx, .qqpyq (2.17)
for any px, yq P R2d. A brief review on tensor spaces is provided in section 3.1. We also consider
the function
DµX
µ
s,tpx, yq :“
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµq
u,t
ı
pXµs,upxqq1 dµs,upXµs,upxq, yq du
Combining the first order formulae stated in theorem 2.3 with conventional Taylor expansions we
check the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. For any x P Rd, µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq and s ď t we have the almost sure expansion
X
µ1
s,tpxq ´Xµ0s,tpxq “
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdyq Dµ0Xµ0s,tpx, yq `∆r2s,µ0,µ1s,t pxq (2.18)
with the second order remainder function ∆
r2s,µ0,µ1
s,t such that
}∆r2s,µ0,µ1s,t } ď c e´λpt´sq W2pµ0, µ1q2 for some λ ą 0
The detailed proof of the above theorem is provided in the appendix, on page 39.
Second order expansions are expressed in terms of the functions defined for any px, yq P R2d and
for any z P R2d by the formulae
d
r1,1s,µ
s,t px, yq :“ Dµφs,tpbr1st px, .q1qpyq and dr2s,µs,t px, zq :“ D2µφs,tpbtpx, .qqpzq
We associate with these objects the function D2µ0X
µ0
s,t defined by
D2µX
µ
s,tpx, zq :“
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµq
u,t
ı
pXµs,upxqq1
”
dr2s,µs,u pXµs,upxq, zq `Dr1,1sµ Xµs,upx, zq
ı
du
`
ż t
s
”
∇2X
φs,upµq
u,t
ı
pXµs,upxqq1 Dr2,1sµ Xµs,upx, zq du
In the above display, Dri,1sµ X
µ
s,u stands for the functions given by
Dr1,1sµ X
µ
s,upx, zq :“
”
dr1,1s,µs,u pXµs,upxq, z2q DµXµs,upx, z1q ` dr1,1s,µs,t pXµ0s,upxq, z1q DµXµs,upx, z2q
ı
Dr2,1sµ0 X
µ
s,upx, zq :“
“
DµX
µ
s,upx, z1q dµs,upXµs,upxq, z2q `DµXµs,upx, z2q dµs,upXµs,upxq, z1q
‰
We are now in position to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.6. For any x P Rd, µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq and s ď t we have the almost sure expansion
X
µ1
s,tpxq ´Xµ0s,tpxq
“
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdyq Dµ0Xµ0s,tpx, yq `
1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2pdzq D2µ0Xµ0s,tpx, zq `∆
r3s,µ0,µ1
s,t pxq
(2.19)
with a third order remainder function ∆
r3s,µ1,µ0
s,t such that
}∆r3s,µ0,µ1s,t } ď c e´λpt´sq W2pµ0, µ1q3 for some λ ą 0
The proof of the above theorem is provided in the appendix, on page 39. In the remainder term
estimates presented in the above theorems, we can choose any parameter λ ą 0 such that λ ă λ1,2,
with the parameter λ1,2 introduced in (1.10).
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2.3.2 Interacting diffusions
For any N ě 2, the N -mean field particle interpretation of associated with a collection of generators
Lt,η is defined by the Markov process ξt “
`
ξit
˘
1ďiďN
P pRdqN with generators Λt given for any
sufficiently smooth function F and any x “ pxiq1ďiďN P pRdqN by
ΛtpF qpxq “
ÿ
1ďiďN
Lt,mpxqpFx´iqpxiq with Fx´ipyq :“ F
`
x1, . . . , xi´1, y, xi`1, . . . , xN
˘
(2.20)
We extend Lt,µ to symmetric function F px1, x2q “ F px2, x1q on R2d by setting
L
p2q
t,µpF qpx1, x2q :“ Lt,µpF px1, .qqpx2q ` Lt,µpF p., x2qqpx1q
In this notation, we readily check that
Fpxq “ mpxqpfq ùñ ΛtpFqpxq “ mpxqLt,mpxqpfq
Fpxq “ mpxqb2pF q ùñ ΛtpFqpxq “ mpxqb2Lp2qt,mpxqpF q `
1
N
mpxq rΓpF qs
(2.21)
with the function ΓpF q on Rd defined by
ΓpF qpxq :“ Tr ppr∇b∇sF q px, xqq “
ÿ
1ďiďd
´
Bxi
1
Bxi
2
F
¯
px, xq
ùñ Γ pf b gq pxq “
ÿ
1ďkďd
Bxkfpxq Bxkgpxq “ Tr
`
∇fpxq∇gpxq1˘
Applying Ito’s formula, for any smooth function g : t P r0,8rÞÑ gt P C2b pRdq we prove that
mt :“ mpξtq ùñ dmtpgtq “ rmt pBtgtq `mtLt,mtpgtqs dt`
1?
N
dMtpgq
In the above display, g ÞÑMtpgq stands for a martingale random field with angle bracket
BtxMpfq,Mpgqyt :“ mt pΓpf b gqq ùñ BtxMpgqyt “
ż
mtpdxq }∇gpxq}2
We fix a final time horizon t ě 0 and we denote by
s P r0, ts ÞÑMs pDm.φ.,tpfqq
the martingale associated with the predictable function
s P r0, ts ÞÑ gs “ Dmsφs,tpfq
Combining the Itô formula with the tensor product formula (2.21) and the semigroup backward
formula (4.9) we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.7. For any time horizon t ě 0, the interpolating semigroup s P r0, ts ÞÑ φs,tpmsq
satisfies for any f P C2pRdq with supk“1,2 }∇kf} ď 1 the evolution equation
dφs,tpmsqpfq “ 1
2N
ms
“
Γ
`
D2msφs,tpfq
˘‰
ds ` 1?
N
dMs pDm
.
φ
.,tpfqq (2.22)
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The above theorem can be seen as a second order extension of the Alekseev-Gröbner lemma [1, 37]
to nonlinear measure valued and stochastic semigroups. This result also extends the perturbation
theorem obtained in [4] (cf. theorem 3.6) in the context of interacting jumps processes to McKean-
Vlasov diffusions. The discrete time version of the backward perturbation analysis described above
can also be found in [25, 26, 27] in the context of Feynman-Kac particle models (see also [23, 24]).
We end this section with some direct consequences of the above theorem. Firstly, using (2.6)
and (2.12) we have the almost sure estimates
|BsxM.,t pDm.φ.,tpfqqys| ď c e´λpt´sq }∇f}2
and }ms
“
Γ
`
D2msφs,tpfq
˘‰ } ď c e´λpt´sq sup
i“1,2
}∇if} for some λ ą 0
Without further work, the above inequality yields the uniform bias estimate stated in the r.h.s. of
(1.13), for any twice differentiable function f with bounded derivatives. Using well known martingale
concentration inequalities (cf. for instance lemma 3.2 in [53]), there exists some finite parameter c
such that for any t ě 0 and any δ ě 1 the probability of the following event
|mtpfq ´ φ0,tpm0qpfq ´ 1
2N
ż t
0
ms
“
Γ
`
D2msφs,tpfq
˘‰
ds| ď c
c
δ
N
is greater than 1 ´ e´δ. In addition, using the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, for any n ě 1
we obtain the time uniform estimates stated in the r.h.s. of (1.12). On the other hand, using (2.6)
we have the almost sure exponential contraction inequality
W1pφ0,tpm0q, φ0,tpµ0qq ď c e´λt W1pm0, µ0q for some λ ą 0
This yields the bias estimates
|E rmtpfq ´ φ0,tpµ0qpfqs | ď c1
N
` c2
N1{d
e´λt
for any twice differentiable function f with bounded derivatives. The r.h.s. estimate comes from
well known estimates of the average of the Wassertein distance for occupation measures, see for
instance [33] and the more recent studies [35, 49]. The above inequality yields the following uniform
bias estimate
sup
tě d´1
dλ
logN
|E rmtpfq ´ φ0,tpµ0qpfqs | ď c
N
2.4 Comments on the regularity conditions
We discuss in this section the regularity condition pHq introduced in (1.9). We illustrate these
spectral conditions for linear-drift and gradient flow models. Comparisons with related conditions
presented in other works are also provided.
Firstly, we mention that the condition stated in (1.9) has been introduced in the article [5] to
derive several Wasserstein exponential contraction inequalities as well as uniform propagation of
chaos estimates w.r.t. the time horizon.
Using the log-norm triangle inequality and recalling that the log-norm is dominated by the
spectral norm we check that
λmaxpAtpx1, x2qsymq ď λmaxpbr1st px1, x2qsymq ` 2´1 }br2st px2, x1q ` br2st px1, x2q1}2
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Choosing λ0 and λ1 as the supremum of the maximal eigenvalue functional of the matrices
Atpx1, x2qsym and br1st px1, x2qsym, the Cauchy interlacing theorem (see for instance [48] on page
294) yields λ1 ě λ0 ě λ1,2.
For linear drift functions
btpx1, x2q “ B1 x1 `B2 x2 (2.23)
the matrix Atpx1, x2qsym reduces to the two-by-two block partitioned matrix
Atpx1, x2qsym “
„ pB1qsym pB2qsym
pB2qsym pB1qsym

ùñ λ0 ě λ1 “ ´λmaxppB1qsymq and }br2s}2 “ }B2}2
(2.24)
In this situation the diffusion flow Xµs,tpxq P Rd is given by the formula
X
µ
s,tpxq “ ept´sqB1px´ µpeqq ` ept´sqrB1`B2s µpeq `
ż t
s
eB1pt´uq dWu
In the one dimensional case we have
B1 ă 0 ă B2 ùñ B1 “ ´λ1 ď B1 `B2 “ ´λ1,2 “ ´λ0
Nonlinear Langevin diffusions are associated with the drift function
bpx1, x2q :“ ´∇Upx1q ´∇V px1 ´ x2q
ùñ br1spx1, x2q “ ´∇2Upx1q ´∇2V px1 ´ x2q and br2spx1, x2q “ ∇2V px1 ´ x2q
some confinement type potential function U (a.k.a. the exterior potential) and some interaction
potential function V . In this context we have
´Atpx1, x2qsym “
„
∇2Upx1q 0
0 ∇2Upx2q

`
„
∇2V px1 ´ x2q ´p∇2V px2 ´ x1q `∇2V px1 ´ x2qq{2
´p∇2V px2 ´ x1q `∇2V px1 ´ x2qq{2 ∇2V px2 ´ x1q

When the potential function V is even and convex we have
Atpx1, x2qsym ď ´
„
∇2Upx1q 0
0 ∇2Upx2q

In the reverse angle, when the function V is odd we have the formula
Atpx1, x2qsym “ ´
„
∇2Upx1q `∇2V px1 ´ x2q 0
0 ∇2Upx2q `∇2V px2 ´ x1q

In both situations, condition pHq is satisfied when the strength of the confinement type potential
dominates the one of the interaction potential; that is when we have that
∇2Upx1q `∇2V px2q ě λ1 ą }∇2V }2
The decay rate λ0 in the W2-contraction inequality (2.4) is larger than the decay rate λ1,2 in
the W1-contraction inequality (2.10). In addition, the W1-exponential stability requires that λ0
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dominates the spectral norm of the matrix br2s. Next we provide a more refined analysis based on
the proof of the W2-contraction inequality presented in [5]. Using the interpolating paths pYǫ, µǫq
introduced in (2.3) we set
Xǫs,t :“ Xµǫs,tpYǫq and Xǫs,t :“ Xµǫs,tpY ǫq (2.25)
In the above display pXµǫs,tpxq, Y ǫq stands for an independent copy of pXµǫs,tpxq, Yǫq. Arguing as in [5]
we have
BtEp}BǫXǫs,t}q “ E
”
}BǫXǫs,t}´1
´
xBǫXǫs,t, br1spXǫs,t,Xǫs,tqBǫXǫs,ty ` xBǫXǫs,t, br2spXǫs,t,Xǫs,tqBǫXǫs,ty
¯ı
We consider the symmetric and anti-symmetric matrices
b
r2s
t px1, x2qsym :“
1
2
´
b
r2s
t px1, x2q ` br2st px2, x1q1
¯
b
r2s
t px1, x2qasym :“
1
2
´
b
r2s
t px1, x2q ´ br2st px2, x1q1
¯
and we set
pU ǫs,t, U ǫs,tq :“
¨˝
BǫXǫs,tb
}BǫXǫs,t}
,
BǫXǫs,tb
}BǫXǫs,t}
‚˛ and pV ǫs,t, V ǫs,tq :“
˜
BǫXǫs,t
}BǫXǫs,t}
,
BǫXǫs,t
}BǫXǫs,t}
¸
By symmetry arguments and using some elementary manipulations we check the formula
2 Bt Ep}BǫXǫs,t}q “ E
ˆBˆ
U ǫs,t
U
ǫ
s,t
˙
, AtpXǫs,t,Xǫs,tq
ˆ
U ǫs,t
U
ǫ
s,t
˙F
`
´b
}BǫXǫs,t} ´
b
}BǫXǫs,t}
¯2 A
V
ǫ
s,t, b
r2s
t pXǫs,t,Xǫs,tqsym V ǫs,t
E
` `}BǫXǫs,t} ´ }BǫXǫs,t} ˘ AV ǫs,t, br2st pXǫs,t,Xǫs,tqasym V ǫs,tE¯
This shows that
Bt Ep}BǫXǫs,t}q ď ´pλ1,2 Ep}BǫXǫs,t}q
with the parameter pλ1,2 given by
´pλ1,2 :“ sup
x1,x2
”
λmaxpAtpx1, x2qq ` }br2st px1, x2qsym}2 ` }br2st px1, x2qasym}2
ı
ď ´λ1,2
We conclude that the W1-contraction inequality (2.10) is met with λ “ pλ1,2.
In a more recent article [62] the author presents some Wasserstein contraction inequalities of the
same form as in (2.4) with λ0 replaced by some parameter λ
´
0 “ pκ1 ´ κ2q, under the assumption
xx1 ´ y1, btpx1, µ1q ´ btpy1, µ2qy ď ´κ1 }x1 ´ y1}2 ` κ2 W2pµ1, µ2q2 for some κ1 ą κ2
Taking Dirac measures µ1 “ δx2 and µ2 “ δy2 we check that the above condition is equivalent to
the fact that
xx1 ´ y1, btpx1, x2q ´ btpy1, y2qy ď ´κ1 }x1 ´ y1}2 ` κ2 }x2 ´ y2}2
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By symmetry arguments this implies that
xx1´y1, btpx1, x2q´btpy1, y2qy`xx2´y2, btpx2, x1q´btpy2, y1qy ď ´λ´0 r}x1´y1}2`}x2´y2}2s (2.26)
For the linear drift model discussed in (2.24) the above condition reads„ pB1qsym pB2qsym
pB2qsym pB1qsym

ď ´λ´0 I which is implies that λ0 ě λ´0
We also have p2.26q ùñ p1.7q with λ “ λ´0 .
2.5 Comparisons with existing literature
The perturbation analysis developed in the article differs from the Otto differential calculus on
pP2pRdq,W2q introduced in [54] and further developed by Ambrosio and his co-authors [2, 3]
and Otto and Villani in [55]. These sophisticated gradient flow techniques in Wasserstein metric
spaces are based on optimal transport theory. The central idea is to interpret P2pRdq as an infi-
nite dimensional Riemannian manifold. In this context, the Benamou-Brenier formulation of the
Wasserstein distance provides a natural way to define geodesics, gradients and Hessians w.r.t. the
Wasserstein distance. The details of these gradient flow techniques are beyond the scope of the
semigroup perturbation analysis considered herein. This methodology is mainly used to quantify
the entropy dissipation of Langevin-type nonlinear diffusions. Thus, it cannot be used to derive any
Taylor expansion of the form (1.4) nor to analyze the stability properties of more general classes of
McKean-Vlasov diffusions.
Besides some interesting contact points, the methodology developed in the present article doesn’t
rely on the more recent differential calculus on pP2pRdq,W2q developed by P.L. Lions and his co-
authors in the seminal works on mean field game theory [13, 38]. In this context, the first order
Lions differential of a smooth function from P2pRdq into R is defined as the conventional derivative
of lifted real valued function acting on the Hilbert space of square integrable random variables. In
this interpretation, for a given test function, say f the gradient ∇Dµφs,tpfqpY q of the first order
differential in (1.4) can be seen as the Lions derivative pδus,t{δµqpY q of the lifted scalar function
Y ÞÑ us,tpY q :“ EpfpXµs,tpY qqq, for some random variable Y with distribution µ. In the recent
book [14], to distinguished these two notions, the authors called the random variable Dµφs,tpfqpY q
the linear functional derivative. For a more thorough discussion on the origins and the recent
developments in mean field game theory, we refer to the book [14] as well as the more recent
articles [12, 18, 21] and the references therein.
Besides the elegance and the powerful properties of this differential calculus in mean field game
theory, it should be clear from the previous discussion that it cannot be used to analyze the differen-
tial properties of composition of functions. As a result, this calculus cannot be used to describe nor
to analyze the tangent process of the diffusion (1.1). In the same vein, these lifted derivatives don’t
provide informations on the regularity and the stability properties of the measure valued semi-group
operators φs,t.
To the best of our knowledge, most of the literature on Lions’ derivatives is concerned with
existence theorems without a refined analysis of the exponential decays of these differentials w.r.t.
the time parameter. Last but not least, from the practical point of view all differential estimates we
found in the literature are quite deceiving since after carefully checking, they growth exponentially
fast with respect to the time horizon (cf. for instance [12, 18, 19, 21]).
Taylor expansions of the form (1.4) have already been discussed in the book [24] for discrete
time nonlinear measure valued semigroups (cf. for instance chapters 3 and 10). We also refer to the
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more recent article [4] in the context of continuous time Feynman-Kac semigroups. In this context,
we emphasize that the semigroup φs,tpµq is explicitly given by a normalization of a linear semigroup
of positive operators. Thus, a fairly simple Taylor expansion yields the second order formula (1.4).
In contrast with Feynman-Kac models, McKean-Vlasov semigroups don’t have any explicit form
nor an analytical description. As a result, none of above methodologies cannot be used to analyze
nonlinear diffusions.
The second order perturbation analysis discussed in this article has been used with success
in [25, 26, 27] to analyze the stability properties of Feynman-Kac type particle models, as well as
the fluctuations and the exponential concentration of this class of interacting jump processes; see
also [31], a well as chapter 7 in [23] and [4, 28] for continuous time models. These perturbation
techniques have also been extended to general nonlinear Markov processes in the book [47]. Never-
theless none of these studies apply to derive Taylor expansion (1.4) for McKean-Vlasov diffusions
nor to estimate the stability properties of the associated semigroups.
The idea of considering the flow of empirical measures mpξtq of a mean field particle model as a
stochastic perturbation of the limiting flow φ0,tpµ0q certainly goes back to the work by Dawson [22],
itself based on the martingale approach developed by Papanicolaou, Stroock and Varadhan in [56],
published in the end of the 1970’s. These two works are mainly centered on fluctuation type limit
theorems. They don’t discuss any Taylor expansion on the limiting semigroup φs,t nor any question
related to the stability properties of the underlying processes.
3 Some preliminary results
The first part of this section provides a review of tensor product theory and Fréchet differential on
Hilbert spaces. Section 3.1 is concerned with conventional tensor products and Fréchet derivatives.
Section 3.2 provides a short introduction to tensor integral operators.
In the second part of this section we review some basic tools of the theory of stochastic variational
equations, including some differential properties of Markov semigroups. Section 3.3 is dedicated to
variational equations. Section 3.5 discusses Bismut-Elworthy-Li extension formulae. We also provide
some exponential inequalities for the gradient and the Hessian operators on bounded measurable
functions.
The differential operator arising in the Taylor expansions (1.4) are defined in terms of tensor
integral operators that depend on the gradient of the drift function btpx1, x2q of the nonlinear diffu-
sion. These integro-differential operators are described in section 3.6. The last section, section 3.7
provides some differential formulae as well as some exponential decays estimates of the norm of
these operators w.r.t. the time horizon.
3.1 Fréchet differential
We let rns stands for the set of n multiple indexes i “ pi1, . . . , inq P In over some finite set I .
Notice that rn1s ˆ rn2s “ rn1 ` n2s. We denote by Tp,qpIq the space of pp, qq-tensor X with real
entries pXi,jqpi,jqPrpsˆrqs. Given a pp1, q1q-tensor X and a pp2, q2q-tensor Y we denote by pX b Y q
the ppp1 ` q1q, pp2 ` q2qq-tensor defined by
pX b Y qpi,jq,pk,lq :“ Xi,k Yj,l
For a given pp1, qq-tensor X and a given pp2, qq tensor Y , XY 1 is a pp1, p2q-tensor with entries
@pi, jq P rp1s ˆ rp2s pXY 1qi,j :“
ÿ
kPrqs
Xi,kY
1
k,j with Y
1
k,j “ Yj,k
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We equip Tp,qpIq with the Frobenius inner product
xX,Y y :“ TrpXY 1q :“
ÿ
iPrps
pXY 1qi,i and the norm }X}Frob :“
a
TrpXX 1q
Identifying p1, 0q-tensors T1,0pIq “ RI with column vectors pXiqiPI P RI the above quantities
coincide with the conventional Euclidian inner product and norm on the product space RI . When
I “ t1, . . . , du we simplify notation and we set Rd instead of Rt1,...,du. For any tensors X and Y
with appropriate dimensions, using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we check that
xX,Y y2 ď }X}Frob }Y }Frob and }XY }Frob ď }X}Frob }Y }Frob
Let HpTp,qpIqq :“ L2ppΩ,F,Pq,Tp,qpIqq be the Hilbert space of Tp,qpIq-valued random variables
defined on some probability space pΩ,F,Pq, equipped with the inner product
xX,Y yHpTp,qpIqq “ EpxX,Y yq and the norm }X}HpTp,qpIqq :“ xX,Xy1{2HpTp,qpIqq
induced by the inner product xX,Y y on Tp,qpIq. We denote by EpXq “ EpXi,jqpi,jqPrpsˆrqs the
entry-wise expected value of a pp, qq-tensor.
When I “ t1, . . . , du and pp, qq “ p1, 0q the space HpTp,qpIqq coincides with be the Hilbert space
HpRdq “ L2ppΩ,F,Pq,Rdq of square integrable Rd-valued and F-measurable random variables.
We denote by
HnpTp,qpIqq :“ L2ppΩ,Fn,Pq,Tp,qpIqq
the non decreasing sequence of Hilbert spaces associated with some increasing filtration Fn Ă Fn`1.
In Landau notation, we recall that a function
F : X P H1pTp1,q1pIqq ÞÑ F pXq P H2pTp2,q2pJ qq
is said to be Fréchet differentiable at X if there exists a continuous map
X P H1pTp,qpIqq ÞÑ BF pXq P LinpH1pTp1,q2pIqq,H2pTp2,q2pJ qqq
such that
F pX ` Y q “ F pXq ` BF pXq ¨ Y ` o pY q
3.2 Tensor integral operators
Let BpE,Tp,qpIqq be the set of bounded measurable functions from a measurable space E into some
tensor space Tp,qpIq. Signed measures µ on E act on bounded measurable functions g from E into R.
We extend these integral operators to tensor valued functions g “ pgi,jqpi,jqPrpsˆrqsq P BpE,Tp,qpIqq
by setting for any pi, jq P rps ˆ rqs
µpgqi,j “ µpgi,jq :“
ż
µpdxq gi,jpxq and we set µpgq :“
ż
µpdxq gpxq
Let pE, Eq and pF,Fq be some pair of measurable spaces. A pp, qq-tensor integral operator
Q : g P BpF,Tq,rpIqq ÞÑ Qpgq P BpE,Tp,rpIqq
is defined for r ě 0 and g P BpF ,Tq,rpIqq by the tensor valued and measurable function Qpgq with
entries given x P E and pi, jq P prps ˆ rrsq by the integral formula
Qpgqi,jpxq “
ÿ
kPrqs
ż
F
Qi,kpx, dxq gk,jpxq
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for some collection of integral operators Qi,kpx1, dx2q from BpE,Rq into BpF,Rq. We also consider
the operator norm
|||Q||| :“ sup
}g}ď1
}Qpgq} for some tensor norm }.}
The tensor product pQ1 bQ2q of a couple of ppi, qiq-tensor integral operators
Qi : g P BpFi,Tqi,ripIqq ÞÑ Qpgq P BpEi,Tpi,ripIqq with i “ 1, 2
is a pp, qq-tensor integral operator
Q1 bQ2 : h P BpF,Tq,rpIqq ÞÑ Qpgq P BpE,Tp,qpIqq
with the product spaces
pE,F q :“ pE1 ˆ E2, F1 ˆ F2q and pp, q, rq “ pp1 ` p2, q1 ` q2, r1 ` r2q
The entries of pQ1bQ2qphq are given for any x “ px1, x2q and any pair of multi-indices i “ pi1, i2q P
prp1s ˆ rp2sq, j “ pj1, j2q P prr1s ˆ rr2sq by the integral formula
pQ1 bQ2qphqi,jpxq “
ÿ
kPprq1sˆrq2sq
ż
F1ˆF2
pQ1 bQ2qi,kpx, dyq hk,jpyq
with the tensor product measures defined for any k “ pk1, k2q P prq1sˆ rq2sq and any y “ py1, y2q by
pQ1 bQ2qpi1,i2q,pk1,k2qppx1, x2q, dpy1, y2qq :“ Q1i1,k1px1, dy1q Q2i2,k2px2, dy2q
3.3 Variational equations
The gradient and the Hessian of a multivariate smooth function hpxq “ phipxqqiPrps is defined by
the p1, pq and p2, pq tensors ∇hpxq and ∇2hpxq with entries given for any 1 ď k, l ď d and i P rps
by the formula
∇hpxqk,i “ Bxkhipxq and ∇2hpxqpk,lq,i “ BxkBxlhipxq (3.1)
We consider the tensor valued functions brk1,k2st and b
rk1,k2,k3s
t defined for any k1, k2, k3 “ 1, 2 by
brk1,k2ss :“ p∇xk1 b∇xk2 qbt and b
rk1,k2,k3s
s :“ p∇xk1 b∇xk2 b∇xk3 qbt
with the p2, 1q and p3, 1q-tensor valued functions´
b
rk1,k2s
t
¯
pi1,i2q,j
“ B
x
i1
k1
B
x
i2
k2
b
j
t and
´
b
rk1,k2,k3s
t
¯
pi1,i2,i3q,j
“ B
x
i1
k1
B
x
i2
k2
B
x
i3
k3
b
j
t
Assume that pHq is satisfied. In this situation, the gradient ∇Xµs,tpxq of the diffusion flow Xµs,tpxq
satifies the pdˆ dq-matrix valued stochastic diffusion equation
Bt∇Xµs,tpxq “ ∇Xµs,tpxq br1st
`
X
µ
s,tpxq, φs,tpµq
˘ ùñ }∇Xµs,tpxq}2 ď e´λ1pt´sq (3.2)
We have the matrix diffusion equation
Bt∇2Xµs,tpxq
“ ∇2Xµs,tpxq br1st pXµs,tpxq, φs,tpµqq `
“
∇X
µ
s,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq
‰
b
r1,1s
t pXµs,tpxq, φs,tpµqq
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This implies that
Bt}∇2Xµs,tpxq}2Frob ď ´ 2λ1 }∇2Xµs,tpxq}2Frob ` 2}br1,1s}Frob }∇Xµs,tpxq}2Frob }∇2Xµs,tpxq}Frob
from which we check that
Bt}∇2Xµs,tpxq}Frob ď ´ λ1 }∇2Xµs,tpxq}Frob ` }br1,1s}Frob }∇Xµs,tpxq}2Frob
Using (3.2), this yields the estimate
}∇2Xµs,tpxq}Frob ď c1 e´λ1pt´sq
ż t
s
eλ1pu´sq }∇Xµs,upxq}2Frob du ď c2 e´λ1pt´sq (3.3)
More generally, for any n ě 1 we have the uniform estimate
}∇nXµs,tpxq}Frob ď cn e´λ1pt´sq (3.4)
3.4 Differential of Markov semigroups
We have the commutation formula
∇ ˝ Pµs,t “ Pµs,t ˝∇ (3.5)
with the p1, 1q-tensor integral operator Pµs,t defined for any x P Rd and any differentiable function
f on Rd by the formula
P
µ
s,tp∇fqpxq :“ E
“
∇X
µ
s,tpxq ∇fpXµs,tpxqq
‰
(3.6)
The tensor product of Pµs,t is also given by the p2, 2q-tensor integral operator`
P
µ
s,t
˘b2 phqpx1, x2q :“ E ““∇Xµs,tpx1q b∇Xµs,tpx2q‰ h `Xµs,tpx1q,Xµs,tpx2q˘‰
In the above display, X
µ
s,tpxq stands for an independent copy of Xµs,tpxq and h “ p∇ b∇qg stands
for the matrix valued function defined in (1.14). We also have the commutation formula`
P
µ
s,t
˘b2 ˝ p∇b∇q “ p∇b∇q ˝ `Pµ0s,t ˘b2
In the same vein, we have the second order differential formula
∇2P
µ
s,tpfq “ Pr2,1s,µs,t p∇fq ` Pr2,2s,µs,t p∇2fq (3.7)
with the p2, 1q and p2, 2q-tensor integral operators
P
r2,1s,µ
s,t p∇fqpxq :“ E
“
∇2X
µ
s,tpxq ∇fpXµs,tpxqq
‰
P
r2,2s,µ
s,t p∇2fqpxq :“ E
“`
∇X
µ
s,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq
˘
∇2fpXµs,tpxqq
‰
(3.8)
Iterating the above procedure, we define the n-th differential of Pµs,tpfq at any order n ě 1. For
instance, we have the third order differential formula
∇3P
µ
s,tp∇fq “ Pr3,1s,µs,t p∇fq ` Pr3,2s,µs,t p∇2fq ` Pr3,3s,µs,t p∇3fq (3.9)
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with the p2, 1q and p2, 2q-tensor integral operators
P
r3,1s,µ
s,t p∇fqpxq :“ E
“
∇3X
µ
s,tpxq ∇fpXµs,tpxqq
‰
P
r3,2s,µ
s,t p∇2fqpxq :“ E
“`
∇2X
µ
s,tpxq "b∇Xµs,tpxq
˘
∇2fpXµs,tpxqq
‰
P
r3,3s,µ
s,t p∇3fqpxq :“ E
“`
∇X
µ
s,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq
˘
∇3fpXµs,tpxqq
‰
(3.10)
with the
"b-tensor product of type p3, 2q given for any i “ pi1, i2, i3q and l “ pl1, l2q by`
∇2X
µ
s,tpxq "b∇Xµs,tpxq
˘
i,l
:“ `∇2Xµs,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq˘ppi1,i2q,i3q,l
` `∇2Xµs,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq˘ppi2,i3q,i1q,l ` `∇2Xµs,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq˘ppi3,i1q,i2q,l
The above formulae remains valid for any column vector multivariate function f “ pfiq1ďiďd. Using
(3.2) and (3.3) for any ǫ Ps0, 1r we also check the uniform estimates
sup
1ďkďn
|||Prn,ks,µs,t ||| ď cn e´λ1pt´sq (3.11)
Using the moment estimates (1.15) for any µ P P2pRdq, m,n ě 0, and any s ď t, we also check the
rather crude estimate
|||Pµs,t|||CnmpRdqÑCnmpRdq _ |||pP
µ
s,tqb2|||CnmpR2dqÑCnmpR2dq ď cm,nptq r1` }e}µ,2s
m
3.5 Bismut-Elworthy-Li extension formulae
We have the Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula
∇P
µ
s,tpfqpxq “ E
`
fpXµs,tpxqq τµ,ωs,t pxq
˘
with τµ,ωs,t pxq :“
ż t
s
Buωs,tpuq ∇Xµs,upxq dWu (3.12)
The above formula is valid for any function ωs,t : u P rs, ts ÞÑ ωs,tpuq P R of the following form
ωs,tpuq “ ϕ ppu´ sq{pt´ sqq ùñ Buωs,tpuq “ 1
t´ s Bϕ ppu´ sq{pt´ sqq (3.13)
for some non decreasing differentiable function ϕ on r0, 1s with bounded continuous derivatives and
such that
pϕp0q, ϕp1qq “ p0, 1q ùñ ωs,tptq ´ ωs,tpsq “ 1
In the same vein, for any s ď u ď t we have
∇2P
µ
s,tpfqpxq “ E
´
fpXµs,tpxqq
”
τ r2s,µ,ωs,u pxq `∇Xµs,upxq τµ,ωu,t pXµs,upxqq τµ,ωs,u pxq1
ı¯
(3.14)
with the stochastic process
τ
r2s,µ,ω
s,t pxq :“
ż t
s
Buωs,tpuq ∇2Xµs,upxq dWu
Besides the fact that Xµs,tpxq is a nonlinear diffusion, the proof of the above formula follows the
same proof as the one provided in [6, 11, 34, 50, 59] in the context of diffusions on differentiable
manifolds, thus it is skipped. Using (3.12), for any f s.t. }f} ď 1 we check that
}∇Pµs,tpfq}2 ď E
`}τµ,ωs,t pxq}2˘
ď
ż t
s
e´2λ1pu´sq }Buωs,tpuq}2 du “ 1
t´ s
ż 1
0
e´2λ1pt´sqv pBϕpvqq2 dv
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Let ϕǫ with ǫ Ps0, 1r be some differentiable function on r0, 1s null on r0, 1 ´ ǫs and such that
|Bϕǫpuq| ď c{ǫ and pϕǫp1´ ǫq, ϕp1qq “ p0, 1q, for instance we can choose
ϕpuq “
$&% 0 if u P r0, 1 ´ ǫs1` cosˆˆ1` 1´ u
ǫ
˙
π
2
˙
if u P r1´ ǫ, 1s
In this situation, we find the rather crude uniform estimate
}∇Pµs,tpfq}2 ď
´c
ǫ
¯2 1
t´ s
ż 1
1´ǫ
e´2λ1pt´sqv dv ùñ }∇Pµs,tpfq} ď
c
ǫ
1?
t´ s e
´λ1p1´ǫqpt´sq (3.15)
In the same vein, using the estimate (3.3) for any ǫ Ps0, 1r and u Pss, tr we also check the rather
crude uniform estimate
}∇2Pµs,tpfq} ď
c1
ǫ
1?
u´ s e
´λ1pu´sqp1´ǫq ` c2
ǫ2
1a
pt´ uqpu´ sq e
´λ1pu´sq e´λ1pt´sqp1´ǫq
Choosing u “ s` p1´ ǫqpt´ sq in the above display we readily check that
}∇2Pµs,tpfq} ď
c
ǫ
1?
t´ s e
´λ1p1´ǫqpt´sq
„
1` 1
ǫ
1?
t´ s e
´λ1p1´ǫqpt´sq

(3.16)
3.6 Integro-differential operators
Let Bµs,tpx0, x1q be the matrix-valued function defined for any px0, x1q P R2d, µ P P2pRdq and any
s ď t by the formulae
B
µ
s,tpx0, x1q :“ ∇x0bµs,tpx0, x1q with bµs,tpx0, x1q :“ E
“
bt
`
x1,X
µ
s,tpx0q
˘‰
(3.17)
For instance, for the linear model discussed in (2.23) we have
B
µ
s,tpx0, x1q1 “ B2ept´sqB1 and bµs,tpx0, x1q “ B1x1`B2
”
ept´sqB1px0 ´ µpeqq ` ept´sqrB1`B2s µpeq
ı
We also consider the collection Weyl chambers rs, tsn defined for any n ě 1 by
rs, tsn :“ tu “ pu1, . . . , unq P rs, tsn : s ď u1 ď . . . ď un ď tu and set du :“ du1 . . . dun
We consider the space-time Weyl chambers
∆s,t :“ Yně1∆ns,t with ∆ns,t :“ rs, tsn ˆ Rnd (3.18)
The coordinates of a generic point pu, yq P ∆ns,t for some n ě 1 are denoted by
u “ pu1, . . . , unq P rs, tsn and y “ py1, . . . , ynq P Rnd
We also use the convention u0 “ s and un`1 “ t. We consider the measures Φs,upµq on ∆s,t given
on every set ∆ns,t and any n ě 1 by
Φs,upµqpdpu, yqq “ φs,upµqpdyq du
with the tensor product measures
φs,upµqpdyq :“ φs,u1pµqpdy1q . . . φs,unpµqpdynq
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Definition 3.1. Let bµs,upx, yq be the function defined for any µ P P2pRdq, x P Rd, and any pu, yq P
∆ns,t and n ě 1 by the formula
bµs,upx, yq1 :“ bµs,u1 px, y1q1
ź
1ďkăn
B
φs,uk pµq
uk,uk`1 pyk, yk`1q (3.19)
In the above display the product of matrices is understood as a directed product from k “ 1 to
k “ pn´ 1q. For any x P Rd, and any pu, yq P ∆ns,t and n ě 1 we also set
B
φs,upµq
u,t py, xq :“ Bφs,unpµqun,t pyn, xq and P
φs,upµq
u,t p∇fqpyq :“ P φs,un pµqun,t p∇fqpynq (3.20)
Definition 3.2. For any µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq and s ď t we let Qµ1,µ0s,t be the operator defined on
differentiable functions f on Rd by
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t pfq :“ Qµ1,µ0s,t p∇fq (3.21)
with the p0, 1q-tensor integral operator Qµ1,µ0s,t defined by the integral formula
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t p∇fqpxq :“
ż
∆s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq bµ0s,upx, yq1 P φs,upµ0qu,t p∇fqpyq
Using the estimates (1.15) and (3.4), for any m,n ě 0, µ0, µ1 P Pm_2pRdq we have
}Qµ1,µ0s,t }C1mpRdqÑCn1 pRdq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµ0, µ1q (3.22)
Definition 3.3. Let pµ1,µ0s,t be the function defined for any s ď t and x, z P Rd by the formula
p
µ1,µ0
s,t px, zq1 “ bµ0s,tpx, zq1 `
ż
∆s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq bµ0s,upx, yq1 Bφs,upµ0qu,t py, zq (3.23)
In this notation, we readily check the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. The p0, 1q-tensor integral operator Qµ1,µ0s,t can be rewritten as follows:
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t p∇fqpxq “
ż
∆1s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq pµ1,µ0s,u px, yq1 Pφs,upµ0qu,t p∇fqpyq
For instance, for the linear model discussed in (2.23) the function pµ1,µ0s,t px, zq defined in (3.23)
reduces to
p
µ1,µ0
s,t px, zq “ B1 z `B2 ept´sqpB1`B2q x
`B2
„ż t
s
ept´uqpB1`B2qB1 e
pu´sqpB1`B2q µ1peq `
ż t
s
ept´uqpB1`B2qB2 e
pu´sqpB1`B2q µ0peq
 (3.24)
We check this claim using the rather well known exponential formula
ept´sqpB1`B2q “ ept´sqB1 `
ż t
s
ept´uqB1 B2 e
pu´sqpB1`B2q du
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3.7 Some differential formulae
The matrix ∇y0b
µ
s,tpy0, y1q defined in (3.17) can alternatively be written as follows
∇y0b
µ
s,tpy0, y1q “ Pµs,t
´
b
r2s
t py1, .q
¯
py0q “ E
”
∇X
µ
s,tpy0q br2st py1,Xµs,tpy0qq
ı
We also have the p2, 1q and p3, 1q-tensor formulae
∇2y0b
µ
s,tpy0, y1q “ Pr2,1s,µs,t pbr2st py1, .qqpy0q ` Pr2,2s,µs,t pbr2,2st py1, .qqpy0q
∇3y0b
µ
s,tpy0, y1q “ Pr3,1s,µs,t pbr2st py1, .qqpy0q ` Pr3,2s,µs,t pbr2,2st py1, .qqpy0q ` Pr3,3s,µs,t pbr2,2,2st py1, .qqpy0q
For any pu, yq P ∆ns,t with n ě 1 and for any k ě 1 we have the pk, 1q-tensor formulae
∇ky0b
µ
s,upy0, yq “ Brks,µs,u py0, yq :“ ∇ky0bµs,u1py0, y1q
ź
1ďkăn
B
φs,uk pµq
uk,uk`1 pyk, yk`1q (3.25)
We consider the pn, 1q-tensor valued function
q
rns,µ1,µ0
s,t px, zq :“ Brns,µ0s,t px, zq `
ż
∆s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq Brns,µ0s,u px, yq Bφs,upµ0qu,t py, zq
and we use the convention
B
r0s,µ0
s,t px, zq “ bµ0s,tpx, zq1 so that qr0s,µ1,µ0s,t px, zq “ pµ1,µ0s,t px, zq1
For instance, for the linear model discussed in (2.23) and (3.24) the above objects reduce to
q
r1s,µ1,µ0
s,t px, yq1 “ B2 epB1`B2qpt´sq and @n ě 2 qrns,µ1,µ0s,t px, yq “ 0
In this notation, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. For any n ě 0 the n-th differential of the operator Qµ1,µ0s,t is given by the formula
∇nQ
µ1,µ0
s,t pfq “ Qrns,µ1,µ0s,t p∇fq
with the pn, 1q-tensor integral operator given by
Q
rns,µ1,µ0
s,t p∇fqpxq :“
ż
∆1s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq qrns,µ1,µ0s,u px, yq Pµ0u,tp∇fqpyq (3.26)
In addition, when condition pHq is satisfied for any n ě 1 we have the exponential estimates
|||Qrns,µ1,µ0s,t ||| ď cn e´λpt´sq for some λ ą 0 (3.27)
Proof. The proof of the first assertion follows from (3.23). When condition pHq is satisfied, for any
x P Rd and pu, yq P ∆ns,t we have
}Bµs,tpy0, y1q}2 ď }br2s}2 e´λ1pt´sq and }Bµs,upx, yq}2 ď }br2s}n2 e´λ1pun´sq (3.28)
Using (3.4) we also check the uniform estimate
}qrns,µ1,µ0s,t px, yq} ď cn e´λ1,2pt´sq (3.29)
The end of the proof is now a consequence of (3.2).
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Proposition 3.6. For any n ě 0 any bounded function f on Rd and for any function ω of the form
(3.13) we have the Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula
∇nQ
µ1,µ0
s,t pfq “
ż
∆1s,t
Φs,upµqpdpu, yqq qrns,µ1,µ0s,u px, yq E
`
fpXµ0u,tpyqq τµ0,ωu,t pyq
˘
(3.30)
In the above display, τµ,ωu,t pyq stands for the stochastic process defined in (3.12). In addition, when
condition pHq is satisfied we have the exponential estimates
}∇nQµ1,µ0s,t pfq} ď cn e´λpt´sq }f} for some λ ą 0 (3.31)
Proof. The proof of the first assertion is a direct application of the Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula
(3.12). We check (3.31) combining (3.15) with (3.29). This ends the proof of the proposition.
When n “ 1 we drop the upper index and we write `Bµs,u, qµ1,µ0s,t ˘ instead of ´Br1s,µs,u , qr1s,µ1,µ0s,t ¯.
The operators discussed above are indexed by a pair of measures pµ0, µ1q. To simplify notation,
when µ1 “ µ0 “ µ we suppress one of the indices and we write pQµs,t,Qrns,µs,t q and ppµs,t, qrns,µs,t q instead
of pQµ,µs,t ,Qrns,µ,µs,t q and ppµ,µs,t , qrns,µ,µs,t q.
4 Tangent processes
The tangent process associated with the diffusion flow ψs,tpY q introduced in (1.6) is given for any
U P HspRdq by the evolution equation
BtpBψs,tpY q ¨ Uq “ BBtpψs,tpY qq ¨ pBψs,tpY q ¨ Uq (4.1)
In the above display, BBtpXq P LinpHtpRdq,HtpRdqq stands for the Fréchet differential of the drift
function Bt defined for any Z P HtpRdq by
BBtpXq ¨ Z “ E
`
∇x1 btpX,Xq1 Z `∇x2 btpX,Xq1 Z | Ft
˘
where pX,Zq stands for an independent copy of pX,Zq.
4.1 Spectral estimate
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of theorem 2.1.
For any pair of random variables Z1, Z2 P HtpRdq we have the duality formula
xZ1, BBtpXq ¨ Z2yHtpRdq “ xBBtpXq‹ ¨ Z1, Z2yHtpRdq
with the dual operator BBtpXq‹ defined by the formula
BBtpXq‹ ¨ Z1 :“ E
´
b
r1s
t pX,Xq Z1 ` br2st pX,Xq Z1 | Ft
¯
In the above display, pX,Z1q stands for an independent copy of pX,Z1q. The symmetric part of
BBtpXq is given by the formula
BBtpXqsym :“ 1
2
rBBtpXq ` BBtpXq‹s
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We are now in position to prove theorem 2.1.
The first assertion is a direct consequence of the evolution equation
2´1Bt }Bψs,tpY q ¨ U}2HtpRdq “ xpBψs,tpY q ¨ Uq, BBtpψs,tpY qqsym ¨ pBψs,tpY q ¨ UqyHtpRdq
Whenever pHq is met we have BBtpXqsym ď ´λ0 I for some λ0 ą 0. In this situation, the r.h.s.
estimate in (2.2) is a direct consequence of (2.1). Given an independent copy pX,Z2q of pX,Z2q we
have
2 xZ1, BBtpXq‹ ¨ Z2yHtpRdq “ E
ˆB„
Z1
Z1

, AtpX,Xq
„
Z2
Z2
F˙
“ 2 xBBtpXq ¨ Z1, Z2yHtpRdq
This yields the log-norm estimate
AtpX,Xqsym ď ´λ0 I ùñ BBtpXqsym ď ´λ0 I
The proof of theorem 2.1 is now completed.
4.2 Dyson-Phillips expansions
In the further development of this section we shall denote by
pψs,t, U,Xµs,t, Y q and pψns,t, Un,Xµ,ns,t , Y nqně0
a collection of independent copies of the stochastic flows pψs,t,Xµs,tq and some given U, Y P HspRdq.
To simplify notation, we also set
Xs,t :“ ψs,tpY q Xs,t :“ ψs,tpY q and Xns,t :“ ψns,tpY nq
We are now in position to state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.1. The tangent process Bψs,t is given for any U P HspRdq and any Y P HspRdq with
distribution µ P P2pRdq by the Dyson-Phillips series
Bψs,tpY q ¨ U “ ∇Xµs,tpY q1 U
`
ÿ
ně1
ż
rs,tsn
´
∇X
φs,unpµq
un,t
¯
pXs,unq1 E
˜« ź
1ďkďn
B
φs,uk´1pµq
uk´1,uk
´
X
k´1
s,uk´1
,X
k
s,uk
¯ff1
U | Fun
¸
du
(4.2)
with the boundary conventions
u0 “ s X0s,u1 “ Xs,u1 and X
n
s,un “ Xs,un for any n ě 1
Proof. For any s ď u ď t and x P Rd we have
Bt∇Xµs,tpxq´1 “ ´ br1st
`
X
µ
s,tpxq, φs,tpµq
˘
∇X
µ
s,tpxq´1
and
∇X
µ
s,tpxq “ ∇Xµs,upxq
´
∇X
φs,upµq
u,t
¯ `
Xµs,upxq
˘
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In addition, for any s ď u ď t and x0, x1 P Rd we have
∇x0btpx1,Xφs,upµqu,t px0qq “ ∇Xφs,upµqu,t pxq br2st px1,Xφs,upµqu,t px0qq
This implies that
Bt
´`
∇X
µ
s,tpY q´1
˘1 pBψs,tpY q ¨ Uq¯
“ `∇Xµs,tpY q´1˘1 E´∇bt `ψs,tpY q,Xµs,tp.q˘ pY q1 `∇Xµs,tpY q´1˘1 pBψs,tpY q ¨ Uq | Ft¯
Equivalently, we have`
∇X
µ
s,tpY q´1
˘1 pBψs,tpY q ¨ Uq
“ U `
ż t
s
`
∇Xµs,upY q´1
˘1
E
´
∇bu
`
ψs,upY q,Xµs,up.q
˘ pY q1 `∇Xµs,upY q´1˘1 pBψs,upY q ¨ Uq | Fu¯ du
and therefore
Bψs,tpY q ¨ U “
`
∇X
µ
s,tpY q
˘1
U `
ż t
s
´´
∇X
φs,upµq
u,t
¯ `
Xµs,upY q
˘¯1
ˆ E
´
∇bu
`
ψs,upY q,Xµs,up.q
˘ pY q1 `∇Xµs,upY q´1˘1 pBψs,upY q ¨ Uq | Fu¯ du
Now, the end of the proof of (4.3) follows a simple induction, thus it is skipped.
Corollary 4.2. For any V P HtpRdq and for any Y P HspRdq with distribution µ P P2pRdq we have
Bψs,tpY q‹ ¨ V “ E
`
∇X
µ
s,tpY qV | Fs
˘
`
ÿ
ně1
ż
rs,tsn
E
˜« ź
1ďkďn
B
φs,uk´1pµq
uk´1,uk
´
X
k´1
s,uk´1
,X
k
s,uk
¯ff´
∇X
φs,un pµq
un,t
¯ `
Xs,un
˘
V | Fs
¸
du
(4.3)
with the boundary conditions
u0 “ s and X0s,u1 “ ψs,u1pY q and X
n
s,un
“ Xs,un
4.3 Gradient semigroup analysis
This section is concerned with a gradient semigroup description of the dual of the tangent process.
Definition 4.3. For any µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq and s ď t we let Dµ1,µ0φs,t be the operator defined on
differentiable functions f on Rd by
Dµ1,µ0φs,t :“ Pµ0s,t `Qµ1,µ0s,t (4.4)
In the above display, Qµ1,µ0s,t stands for the operator defined in (3.21).
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Rewritten in terms of expectation operators we have
Dµ1,µ0φs,tpfqpxq
“ E “pf ˝Xµ0s,tqpxq‰` ÿ
ně1
ż
∆ns,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq E
”
bµ0s,upx, yq1 ∇pf ˝Xφs,un pµ0qun,t qpynq
ı
Arguing as in the proof of (3.22) for any m,n ě 1, µ0, µ1 P Pm_2pRdq we have
}Dµ1,µ0φs,t}CnmpRdqÑCnmpRdq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµ0, µ1q (4.5)
In the same vein, we check that
} pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 }Cn`1m pR2dqÑCnm`1pR2dq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµ0, µ1q (4.6)
The proof of the above estimate is rather technical, thus it is housed in the appendix on page 32.
Remark 4.4. Using the Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula (3.30), we extend the operators Dµ1,µ0φs,t
with s ă t to non necessarily differentiable and bounded functions.
We also extend the operator Dµ1,µ0φs,t to tensor functions f “ pfiqiPrns by considering the tensor
function with entries
Dµ1,µ0φs,tpfqi “ Dµ1,µ0φs,tpfiq (4.7)
In this situation, the function pµ1,µ0s,t introduced in (3.23) takes the form
p
µ1,µ0
s,t px, zq “ Dµ1,µ0φs,tpbtpz, .qqpxq
We denote by Lt,φs,tpµ0q the generator of the stochastic flow X
µ0
s,tpxq. We also let Gt,µ1 be the
collection of intregro-differential operator indexed by µ1 P P2pRdq defined by
Gt,µ1pfqpx2q :“
ż
µ1pdx1q btpx1, x2q1∇fpx1q
We also set
Ht,µ0,µ1 :“ Lt,µ0 `Gt,µ1 and Ht,µ0 :“ Lt,µ0 `Gt,µ0
Theorem 4.5. For any m,n ě 1 and any µ0, µ1 P Pm_2pRdq the operator Dµ1,µ0φs,t coincides
the evolution semigroup of the integro-differential operator Ht,φs,tpµ0q,φs,tpµ1q; that is, we have the
forward evolution equation
BtDµ1,µ0φs,t “ Dµ1,µ0φs,t ˝Ht,φs,tpµ0q,φs,tpµ1q on Cn_2m pRdq (4.8)
In addition, for any s ď u ă t we have the backward evolution equation
BuDφs,upµ1q,φs,upµ0qφu,t “ ´Hu,φs,upµ0q,φs,upµ1q ˝Dφs,upµ1q,φs,upµ0qφu,t on CnmpRdq (4.9)
Proof. The proof of the forward equation (4.8) is a direct consequence of the forward equation
associated with the Markov semigroup Pµ0s,t , thus it is skipped. Combining the semigroup property
(2.9) with the forward equation (4.8) we check that
Dµ1,µ0φs,u ˝ BuDφs,upµ1q,φs,upµ0qφu,t “ ´Dµ1,µ0φs,u ˝Hu,φs,upµ0q,φs,upµ1q ˝Dφs,upµ1q,φs,upµ0qφu,t
This implies that “BuDφs,upµ1q,φs,upµ0qφu,t‰u“s “ ´Hs,µ0,µ1Dµ1,µ0φu,t
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from which we conclude that“BuDφs,upµ1q,φs,upµ0qφu,t‰u“v
“ “BuDφv,upφs,vpµ1qq,φv,upφs,vpµ0qqφu,t‰u“v “ ´Hs,φs,vpµ0q,φs,vpµ1qDφs,vpµ1q,φs,vpµ0qφv,t
This yields the backward evolution equation (4.9). This ends the proof of the theorem.
Proposition 4.6. We have the commutation formula
∇ ˝Dµ1,µ0φs,t “ Dµ1,µ0φs,t ˝∇ (4.10)
with the p1, 1q-tensor integral operator given by the column vector function
Dµ1,µ0φs,tp∇fqpxq :“ Pµ0s,tp∇fqpxq `
ż
∆1s,t
Φs,vpµ1qpdpv, yqq qµ1,µ0s,v px, yq Pφs,vpµ0qv,t p∇fqpyq (4.11)
In addition, when condition pHq is satisfied we have
|||Dµ1,µ0φs,t||| ď c e´λpt´sq for some λ ą 0 (4.12)
Remark 4.7. Following remark 4.4, using the Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula (3.30), we extend the
gradient operators ∇Dµ1,µ0φs,t with s ă t to measurable and bounded functions. The exponential
estimate stated in (3.31) are a direct consequence of the estimates presented in (3.31).
By (4.7) the commutation formula (4.10) is also satisfied for multivariate column functions f .
In this situation Dµ1,µ0φs,tp∇fq is a pdˆ dq-matrix valued function.
The proof of theorem 2.2 is now a consequence of the estimate (4.12) and the fact that
Bt rφs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0qs “ rφs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0qs ˝Ht,φs,tpµ0q,φs,tpµ1q
The operators discussed above are indexed by a pair of measures pµ0, µ1q. To simplify notation,
when µ1 “ µ0 “ µ we suppress one of the parameter and we write pDµφs,t,Dµφs,tq instead of
pDµ,µφs,t,Dµ,µφs,tq
Theorem 4.8. For any m,n ě 1, any function f P CnmpRdq and any Y P HspRdq with distribution
µ P P2pRdq we have the gradient formula
Bψs,tpY q‹ ¨∇fpψs,tpY qq “ ∇Dµφs,tpfqpY q “ Dµφs,tp∇fqpY q
Proof. Given a smooth function f on Rd we have
x∇fpψs,tpY qq, Bψs,tpY q ¨ UyHtpRdq “ xBψs,tpY q‹ ¨∇fpψs,tpY qq, UyHspRdq
Using corollary 4.2 we check that
Bψs,tpY q‹ ¨∇fpψs,tpY qq
“ ∇Dµφs,tpfqpY q “ E
`
∇
`
f ˝Xµs,t
˘ pY q | Y ˘
`
ÿ
ně1
ż
rs,tsn
E
˜« ź
0ďkăn
B
φs,ukpµq
uk,uk`1
´
X
k
s,uk
,X
k`1
s,uk`1
¯ff
∇
´
f ˝Xφs,un pµqun,t
¯ `
Xs,un
˘ | Y¸ du
This ends the proof of the theorem
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5 Taylor expansions
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the first and second order Taylor expansions
stated in theorem 2.3 and theorem 2.3 . Section 5.1 presents some preliminary differential formulae
used in the proof of the theorems.
5.1 Some differential formulae
Combining (3.7) with (4.10) and proposition 3.5 we check that the first and second order differential
formula
∇Dµφs,tpfq “ Dµφs,tp∇fq
∇2Dµφs,tpfq “ Dµφr2,1ss,t p∇fq ` Pr2,2s,µs,t p∇2fq with Dµφr2,1ss,t “ Pr2,1s,µs,t `Qr2s,µs,t (5.1)
Similar formulae for ∇Dµ0,µ1φs,t and ∇
2Dµ0,µ1φs,t can easily be found. In the same vein, using
(3.9) we check the third order differential formula
∇3Dµφs,tpfq
“ Dµφr3,1ss,t p∇fq ` Pr3,2s,µs,t p∇2fq ` Pr3,3s,µs,t p∇3fq with Dµφr3,1ss,t :“ Pr3,1s,µs,t `Qr3s,µs,t
(5.2)
In addition, when condition pHq is satisfied we have the exponential estimates
|||Dµφs,t||| _ |||Dµφr2,1ss,t ||| _ |||Dµφr3,1ss,t ||| ď c e´λpt´sq for some λ ą 0 (5.3)
Definition 5.1. We let Sµs,t be the operator defined for any differentiable function f on R
d by
S
µ
s,tpfq “ Sµs,tp∇fq
with the p0, 1q-tensor integral operator Sµs,t defined by the formula
S
µ
s,tp∇fqpx1, x2q :“ bspx1, x2q1 Dµφs,tp∇fqpx1q ` bspx2, x1q1 Dµφs,tp∇fqpx2q (5.4)
Using (4.5) for any m,n ě 0 and µ P Pm_2pRdq we check that
}Sµs,t}Cn`1m pRdqÑCnm`1pR2dq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµq (5.5)
We also have the differential formula
p∇b∇q `Sµs,tpfq˘ “ Sr2,1s,µs,t p∇fq ` Sr2,2s,µs,t p∇2fq (5.6)
with the matrix valued functions
S
r2,1s,µ
s,t p∇fqpx1, x2q “ br1,2ss px1, x2q Dµφs,tp∇fqpx1q ` br2,1ss px2, x1q Dµφs,tp∇fqpx2q
`br2ss px2, x1q Dµφr2,1ss,t p∇fqpx2q1 `Dµφr2,1ss,t p∇fqpx1q br2ss px1, x2q1
S
r2,2s,µ
s,t p∇2fqpx1, x2q :“ br2ss px2, x1q Pr2,2s,µs,t p∇2fqpx2q1 ` Pr2,2s,µs,t p∇2fqpx1q br2ss px1, x2q1
When condition pHq is satisfied we also have the exponential estimates
|||Sr2,1s,µs,t ||| _ |||Sr2,2s,µs,t ||| ď c e´λpt´sq for some λ ą 0 (5.7)
In addition, using the Bismut-Elworthy-Li extension formulae and the estimates (2.7) and (2.8), or
any bounded measurable function f on Rd we check that
}p∇b∇q `Sµs,tpfq˘ } ď c p1_ 1{pt´ sqq e´λpt´sq }f} for some λ ą 0
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5.2 A first order expansion
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of theorem 2.3. The next technical lemma is pivotal.
Lemma 5.2. For any m ě 1 for any µ0, µ1 P Pm`1pRdq we have the second order expansion
φs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0q
“ pµ1 ´ µ0qDµ0φs,t `
1
2
ż t
s
rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qsb2 ˝ Sφs,upµ0qu,t du on Cn`1m pRdq
(5.8)
Proof. Using backward evolution equation (4.9) we check that
Bu
 rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs ˝Dφs,upµ0qφu,t(
“ rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs ˝
“
Gu,φs,upµ1q ´Gu,φs,upµ0q
‰ ˝Dφs,upµqφu,t
This yields the formula
rφs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0q ´ pµ1 ´ µ0qDµ0φs,ts pfq
“ 1
2
ż t
s
ż
rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qsb2 pdpx1, x2qq
“
bupx1, x2q1 ∇Dφs,upµ0qφu,tpfqpx1q ` bupx2, x1q1 ∇Dφs,upµ0qφu,tpfqpx2q
‰
du
The end of the lemma is now completed.
Combining the above lemma with (4.6) and (5.5) we check (2.11) with the operator D2µ1,µ0φs,t
defined for any m,n ě 0 and µ0, µ1 P Pm`2pRdq by
D2µ1,µ0φs,t :“
ż t
s
pDµ1,µ0φs,uqb2 ˝ Sφs,upµ0qu,t du P Lin
´
Cn`2m pRdq, Cnm`2pR2dq
¯
(5.9)
Remark 5.3. The second order term in (2.11) can alternatively be expressed in terms of the Hessian
of the semigroup D2µ1,µ0φs,t; that is, we have that
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ1,µ0φs,tpfq
“
ż
r0,1s2
E
`x“p∇b∇qD2µ1,µ0φs,tpfq‰ pYǫ,ǫq, pY1 ´ Y0q b pY 1 ´ Y 0qy˘ dǫ dǫ (5.10)
with the interpolating path
Yǫ,ǫ :“ pY0 ` ǫpY1 ´ Y0q, Y 0 ` ǫpY 1 ´ Y 0qq
In the above display, pY 1, Y 0q stands for an independent copy of a pair of random variables pY0, Y1q
with distribution pµ0, µ1q. Also observe that
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ1,µ0φs,t “ pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D
2
µ1,µ0
φs,t
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with the centered second order operator
D
2
µ1,µ0
φs,tpfqpx1, x2q
:“ rpδx1 ´ µ0q b pδx2 ´ µ0qsD2µ0φs,tpfq
“
ż
r0,1s2
E
`x“p∇ b∇qD2µ1,µ0φs,tpfq‰ pYǫ,ǫpx1, x2qq, px1 ´ Y0q b px2 ´ Y 0qy˘ dǫ dǫ
In the above display, Yǫ,ǫpx1, x2q stands for the interpolating path
Yǫ,ǫpx1, x2q :“ pY0 ` ǫpx1 ´ Y0q, Y 0 ` ǫpx2 ´ Y 0qq
Proposition 5.4. We have commutation formula
p∇b∇q ˝ pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 “ pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 ˝ p∇b∇q (5.11)
In addition, we have the estimate
||| pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 ||| ď c e´λpt´sq for some λ ą 0 (5.12)
Proof. The proof of the first assertion is a consequence of the commutation formula (4.10). Letting
h “ p∇b∇qg we have
pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 phqpx1, x2q “
`
P
µ0
s,t
˘b2 phqpx1, x2q
`
ż
∆1s,t
Φs,vpµ1qpdpu, yqq qµ1,µ0s,u px2, yq
´
P
µ0
s,t b Pφs,upµ0qu,t
¯
phqpx1, yq
`
ż
∆1s,t
Φs,vpµ1qpdpu, yqq qµ1,µ0s,u px1, yq
´
P
φs,upµ0q
u,t b Pµ0s,t
¯
phqpy, x2q
`
ż
∆1s,tˆ∆
1
s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq Φs,vpµ1qpdpv, zqq
ˆ “qµ1,µ0s,u px1, yq b qµ1,µ0s,v px2, zq‰ ´Pφs,upµ0qu,t b Pφs,vpµ0qv,t ¯ phqpy, zq
The proof of (5.12) now follows the same arguments as the ones we used in the proof of (4.12), thus
it is skipped. This ends the proof of the proposition.
Combining (5.6) with the commutation formula (5.11), for any twice differentiable function f
and any s ď t and µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq we check that
p∇ b∇qD2µ0,µ1φs,tpfq :“
ż t
s
pDµ0,µ1φs,uqb2
´
S
r2,1s,φs,upµ0q
u,t p∇fq ` Sr2,2s,φs,upµ0qu,t p∇2fq
¯
du (5.13)
with the operators Sr2,ks,µs,t discussed in (5.6). The proof of (2.12) is a direct consequence of (5.7)
and (5.12). The proof of theorem 2.3 is now completed.
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5.3 Second order analysis
This short section is mainly concerned with the proof of the first part of theorem 2.4.
Lemma 5.5. For any m ě 1 and µ0, µ1 P Pm`3pRdq and s ď t we have the tensor product formula
pφs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0qqb2
“ pµ1 ´ µ0qb2 pDµ0φs,tqb2 ` pµ1 ´ µ0qb3Rµ1,µ0φs,t on Cn`2m pR2dq
for some third order linear operator Rµ1,µ0φs,t such that
}Rµ1,µ0φs,t}Cn`2m pR2dqÑCnm`3pR3dq ď cm,nptq ρm`2pµ0, µ1q
The proof of the above lemma is rather technical, thus it is housed in the appendix, on page 33.
Combining the above lemma with (5.8) we readily check the second order decomposition (2.13)
with a the remainder linear operator D3µ0,µ1φs,t such that
}D3µ0,µ1φs,t}Cn`3m pRdqÑCnm`4pR3dq ď cm,nptq ρm`3pµ0, µ1q
This ends the proof of the first part of theorem 2.4. The proof of the second part of the theorem is
provided in the appendix, on page 35.
Appendix
Proof of (4.6)
We have the tensor product formula
pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 :“
`
P
µ0
s,t
˘b2 ` `Qµ1,µ0s,t ˘b2 `Qµ1,µ0s,t b Pµ0s,t ` Pµ0s,t bQµ1,µ0s,t
We also have`
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t b Pµ0s,t
˘ pgqpx, xq
“
ż
∆s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq bµ0s,upx, yq1
´
P
φs,upµ0q
u,t b Pµ0s,t
¯
p∇x1gqpy, xq
Using the estimates (1.15) and (3.4), for any m ě 0 we check that
}Qµ1,µ0s,t b Pµ0s,t }Cn`1m pR2dqÑCnm`1pR2dq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµ0, µ1q
In the same vein, we have the tensor product formula`
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t
˘b2 pgqpx, xq “ `Qµ1,µ0s,t ˘b2 pp∇ b∇qgqpx, xq
:“
ż
∆s,tˆ∆s,t
rΦs,upµ1q b Φs,upµ1qs pdppu, yq, pu, yqqq
b
µ0
s,u,uppx, xq, py, yqq1 P φs,u,upµ0qu,u,t pp∇ b∇qgqpy, yq
with pbµ0s,u,uppx, xq, py, yqq1 :“ bµ0s,upx, yq1 b bµ0s,upx, yq1 and pP φs,u,upµ0qu,u,t :“ P φs,upµ0qu,t b P φs,upµ0qu,t
Using the estimates (1.15) and (3.4) for any m ě 0 we check that
} `Qµ1,µ0s,t ˘b2 }C2mpR2dqÑCn2 pR2dq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµ0, µ1q
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Proof of lemma 5.5
Using the decomposition
φs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0q
“
ÿ
1ďlďn
“
φs,u1pµ1q b . . .b φs,ul´1pµ1q
‰b rφs,ulpµ1q ´ φs,ulpµ0qs b “φs,ul`1pµ0q b . . .b φs,unpµ0q‰
which is valid for any µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq and any u “ pu1, . . . , unq P rs, tsn with n ě 1, for any function
pu, yq P ∆s,t ÞÑ hupyq P R
we check thatż
∆s,t
rΦs,upµ1q ´ Φs,upµ0qs pdpu, yqq hupyq “
ż
∆1s,t
rΦs,vpµ1q ´ Φs,vpµ0qs pdpv, zqq hvpzq (5.14)
with the function
hvpzq :“ hvpzq `
ż
∆s,v
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq hu,vpy, zq `
ż
∆v,t
Φv,u pφs,vpµ0qq pdpu, yqq hv,upz, yq
`
ż
∆s,vˆ∆v,t
Υ
µ1,µ0
s,t ppv, zq, dppu, yq, pu, yqqq hpu,v,uqpy, z, yq
In the above display, Υµ1,µ0s,t stands for the tensor product measures
Υ
µ1,µ0
s,t ppv, zq, dppu, yq, pu, yqqq “ Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq Φv,u pφs,vpµ0qq pdpu, yqq
We also have the tensor product formula
pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 ´ pDµ0φs,tqb2
“ `Qµ1,µ0s,t ˘b2 ´ `Qµ0s,t˘b2 ` `Qµ1,µ0s,t ´Qµ0s,t˘b Pµ0s,t ` Pµ0s,t b `Qµ1,µ0s,t ´Qµ0s,t˘
This yields the decomposition`“
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t ´Qµ0s,t
‰b Pµ0s,t ˘ pgqpx, xq
:“
ż t
s
ż
rφs,vpµ1q ´ φs,vpµ0qs pdpxq Iµ0,µ1s,v,t pgqpx, x, pxq dv
with the integral operator
I
µ0,µ1
s,v,t pgqpx, x, pxq
:“ bµ0s,vpx, pxq1 ´P φs,vpµ0qv,t b Pµ0s,t¯ p∇x1gqppx, xq
`
ż
∆s,v
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq bµ0s,u,vpx, y, pxq1 ´P φs,vpµ0qv,t b Pµ0s,t¯ p∇x1gqppx, xq
`
ż
∆v,t
Φv,u pφs,vpµ0qq pdpu, yqq bµ0s,v,upx, px, yq1 ´P φs,upµ0qu,t b Pµ0s,t ¯ p∇x1gqpy, xq
`
ż
∆s,vˆ∆v,t
Υ
µ1,µ0
s,t ppv, zq, dppu, yq, pu, yqqq bµ0s,u,v,upx, y, px, yq1 ´P φs,upµ0qu,t b Pµ0s,t ¯ p∇x1gqpy, xq
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Arguing as above, we check that
}Iµ0,µ1s,v,t }Cn`1m pR2dqÑCnm`2pR3dq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµ0, µ1q
In the same vein, we have”`
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t
˘b2 ´ `Qµ0s,t˘b2ı pgqpx, xq
“
ż
∆s,t
rΦs,upµ1q ´Φs,upµ0qs pdpu, yqq
“
Θ
µ1,µ0
s,u,t `Θµ1,µ0s,u,t
‰ pgqpx, x, yq dv
with
Θ
µ1,µ0
s,u,t pgqpx, x, yq :“
ż
∆s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq pbµ0s,u,uppx, xq, py, yqq1 pP φs,u,upµ0qu,u,t pp∇ b∇qgqpy, yq
and
Θ
µ1,µ0
s,u,t pgqpx, x, yq :“
ż
∆s,t
Φs,upµ0qpdpu, yqq pbµ0s,u,uppx, xq, py, yqq1 pP φs,u,upµ0qu,u,t pp∇ b∇qgqpy, yq
This yields the formula”`
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t
˘b2 ´ `Qµ0s,t˘b2ı pgqpx, xq
“
ż t
s
rφs,vpµ1q ´ φs,vpµ0qs pdpxq J µ0,µ1s,v,t pgqpx, x, pxq dv
with the integral operator
J
µ0,µ1
s,v,t pgqpx, x, pxq
:“ “Θµ1,µ0s,v,t `Θµ1,µ0s,v,t ‰ pgqpx, x, pxq
`
ż
∆s,v
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq
”
Θ
µ1,µ0
s,pu,vq,t `Θ
µ1,µ0
s,pu,vq,t
ı
pgqpx, x, py, pxqq
`
ż
∆v,t
Φv,u pφs,vpµ0qq pdpu, yqq
”
Θ
µ1,µ0
s,pv,uq,t `Θ
µ1,µ0
s,pv,uq,t
ı
pgqpx, x, ppx, yqq
`
ż
∆s,vˆ∆v,t
Υ
µ1,µ0
s,t ppv, zq, dppu, yq, pu, yqqq
”
Θ
µ1,µ0
s,pu,v,uq,t `Θ
µ1,µ0
s,pu,v,uq,t
ı
pgqpx, x, py, px, yqq
Arguing as above, we check that
}J µ0,µ1s,v,t }C2mpR2dqÑCn2 pR3dq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµ0, µ1q
Combining the above decompositions we find that”
pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 ´ pDµ0φs,tqb2
ı
pgqpx, xq
“
ż t
s
rφs,vpµ1q ´ φs,vpµ0qs pdpxq Kµ0,µ1s,v,t pgqpx, x, pxq dv with Kµ0,µ1s,v,t :“ 2 Iµ0,µ1s,v,t ` J µ0,µ1s,v,t
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For any n ě 2 and m ě 0 we have
}Kµ0,µ1s,v,t }Cn`1m pR2dqÑCnm`2pR3dq ď cm,nptq ρm_2pµ0, µ1q
We conclude that
pφs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0qqb2 “ pµ1 ´ µ0qb2 pDµ0φs,tqb2 ` pµ1 ´ µ0qb3Rµ1,µ0φs,t
with the operator
Rµ1,µ0φs,tpgqpx, x, pxq
:“
ż t
s
«ż
Pµ0s,vppx, dzq Kµ0,µ1s,v,t pgqpx, x, zq ` ż
∆s,v
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq bµ0s,uppx, yq1 Lµ0,µ1s,u,v,tpgqpx, x, yq
ff
dv
In the above display, Lµ0,µ1s,u,v,t stands for the integral operator operator
L
µ0,µ1
s,u,v,tpgqpx, x, yq “ P φs,upµ0qu,t
`
∇x3K
µ0,µ1
s,v,t pgqpx, x, .q
˘ pyq
We also check that
}Rµ1,µ0φs,t}Cn`2m pR2dqÑCnm`3pR3dq ď cm,nptq ρm`2pµ1, µ2q
This ends the proof of the lemma.
Proof of the estimate (2.14)
For any x “ px1, x2q P R2d we set σpx1, x2q :“ σpx2, x1q. In this notation, for any matrix valued
function hpxq “ phi,jpxqq1ďi,jďd we have the tensor product formula
pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 phqpxq
“ `Pµ0s,t˘b2 phqpxq ` ż
∆s,t
Φs,vpµ1qpdpu, yqq
“
I
µ0
s,u,tphqpx, yq ` Iµ0s,u,tphqpσpxq, yq
‰
`
ż
∆s,tˆ∆s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq Φs,vpµ1qpdpv, zqq Jµ0s,u,v,tphqpx, y, zq
with the matrix valued functions Iµ0s,u,tphq and Jµ0s,u,v,tphq given for any pu, yq P ∆ns,t and pv, zq P ∆ms,t
by the formula
I
µ0
s,u,tphqpx, yq :“ Bµ0s,upx1, yq
´
P
φs,un pµ0q
un,t
b Pµ0s,t
¯
phqpyn, x2q
J
µ0
s,u,v,tphqpx, y, zq :“
“
B
µ0
s,upx1, yq b Bµ0s,vpx2, zq
‰ ´
P
φs,un pµ0q
un,t
b Pφs,vm pµ0qvm,t
¯
phqpyn, zmq
Using (3.7) we check the formula
∇yn
´
P
φs,un pµ0q
un,t
b Pφs,vm pµ0qvm,t
¯
phqpyn, zmq
“
”
P
r2,1s,φs,un pµ0q
un,t
b Pφs,vn pµ0qvn,t
ı
phqpyn, zmq `
”
P
r2,2sφs,upµ0q
un,t
b Pφs,vm pµ0qvm,t
ı
p∇x1hqpyn, zmq
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By symmetry arguments, we also have
∇zm
´
P
φs,un pµ0q
un,t
b Pφs,vm pµ0qvm,t
¯
phqpyn, zmq
“
”
P
r2,1s,φs,vm pµ0q
vm,t
b Pφs,un pµ0qun,t
ı
phqpzm, ynq `
”
P
r2,2s,φs,vm pµ0q
vm,t
b Pφs,un pµ0qun,t
ı
p∇x1hqpzm, ynq
Using (3.11) for any differentiable matrix valued function hpx1, x2q such that }h} _ }∇x1h} ď 1 we
have the uniform estimate
}∇yn
´
P
φs,un pµ0q
un,t
b Pφs,vm pµ0qvm,t
¯
phqpyn, zmq} ď c1 e´λ1rpt´unq`pt´vmqs
In the same vein, for any 1 ď k ď n we have
}∇ykBµ0s,upx1, yq} ď c2 }br2s}n2 e´λ1pun´sq
Combining the above estimates with (3.28) we check that
}∇ynIµ0s,u,tphqpx, yq}
ď c3 }br2s}n2
”
e´λ1pun´sq e´λ1rpt´unq`pt´sqs ` e´λ1rpun´sqs e´λ1rpt´unq`pt´sqs
ı
ď c4 }br2s}n2 e´2λ1pt´sq
In addition, for any 1 ď k ă n we have
}∇ykIµ0s,u,tphqpx, yq}
ď c5 }br2s}n2 e´λ1pun´sq e´λ1rpt´unq`pt´sqs ď c5 }br2s}n2 e´2λ1pt´sq
We conclude that
sup
1ďkďn
}∇ykIµ0s,u,tphqpx, yq} ď c }br2s}n2 e´2λ1pt´sq (5.15)
Arguing as above, for any 1 ď k ă n we have
}∇ykJµ0s,u,v,tphqpx, y, zq}
ď c1 }br2s}m`n2 e´λ1pun´sq e´λ1pvm´sq e´λ1rpt´unq`pt´vmqs ď c2 }br2s}m`n2 e´2λ1pt´sq
In addition, for k “ n we have
}∇ynJµ0s,u,v,tphqpx, y, zq}
ď c3 }∇x2b}m`n2
”
e´λ1pun´sq e´λ1pvm´sq e´λ1rpt´unq`pt´vmqs
`e´λ1pun´sq e´λ1pvm´sq e´λ1rpt´unq`pt´vmqs‰
This implies that
sup
1ďkďn
}∇ykJµ0s,u,v,tphqpx, y, zq} ď c }br2s}m`n2 e´2λ1pt´sq (5.16)
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On the other hand, we have the decomposition”
pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 ´ pDµ0φs,tqb2
ı
phqpxq “
ż
∆s,t
rΦs,vpµ1q ´ Φs,vpµ0qs pdpu, yqq Kµ0,µ1s,u,t phqpx, yq
with the matrix valued function
K
µ0,µ1
s,u,t phqpx, yq :“ Iµ0s,u,tphqpx, yq `
ż
∆s,t
Φs,vpµ1qpdpv, zqq Jµ0s,u,v,tphqpx, y, zq
`
ż
∆s,t
Φs,vpµ0qpdpv, zqq Jµ0s,v,u,tphqpx, z, yq
Using the estimates (5.15) and (5.16), for any pu, yq P ∆ns,t we check that
sup
1ďkďn
}∇ykKµ0,µ1s,u,t phqpx, yq}
ď c1 }br2s}n2 e´λ1pt´sq
”
e´λ1pt´sq `
´
e}b
r2s}2pt´sq ´ 1
¯
e´λ1pt´sq
ı
ď c2 }br2s}n2 e´λ1pt´sq e´λ1,2pt´sq
(5.17)
Using the decomposition (5.14) we also check that”
pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 ´ pDµ0φs,tqb2
ı
phqpxq “
ż t
s
rφs,vpµ1q ´ φs,vpµ0qs pdzq Kµ0,µ1s,v,t phqpx, zq dv
with the matrix valued function
K
µ0,µ1
s,v,t phqpx1, x2, x3q
“ Kµ0,µ1s,v,t phqpx1, x2, x3q `
ż
∆s,v
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq Kµ0,µ1s,u,v,tphqpx1, x2, py, x3qq
`
ż
∆v,t
Φv,u pφs,vpµ0qq pdpu, yqq Kµ0,µ1s,v,u,tphqpx1, x2, x3, yq
`
ż
∆s,vˆ∆v,t
Υ
µ1,µ0
s,t ppv, zq, dppu, yq, pu, yqqq Kµ0,µ1s,u,v,u,tphqpx1, x2, py, x3, yqq
Using (5.17) we find the uniform estimates
}∇x3Kµ0,µ1s,v,t phqpx1, x2, x3q}
ď c1
”
e´2λ1,2pt´sq `
´
e}b
r2s}2pt´sq ´ 1
¯
e´λ1pt´sq e´λ1,2pt´sq
ı
ď c2 e´2λ1,2pt´sq
(5.18)
On the other hand, using (4.4) and (2.5) we have
rφs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0qs pfq “ pµ1 ´ µ0qPµ0s,t pfq ` pµ1 ´ µ0qQµ1,µ0s,t p∇fq
Thus, recalling that
Q
µ1,µ0
s,t p∇fqpzq :“
ż
∆s,t
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq bµ0s,upz, yq1 P φs,upµ0qu,t p∇fqpyq
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we check that”
pDµ1,µ0φs,tqb2 ´ pDµ0φs,tqb2
ı
phqpxq “
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdzq
ż t
s
Pµ0s,v
`
K
µ0,µ1
s,v,t phqpx, .q
˘ pzq dv
`
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdzq
ż t
s
ż
∆s,v
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq bµ0s,upz, yq1 P φs,upµ0qu,v p∇x3Kµ0,µ1s,v,t phqpx, .qqpyq dv
This implies that
p∇ b∇qD2µ0,µ1φs,tpfqpx1, x2q ´ p∇b∇qD2µ0φs,tpfqpx1, x2q
“
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdx3q
ż t
s
L
µ1,µ0
s,u
´
S
r2,1s,φs,upµ0q
u,t p∇fq ` Sr2,2s,φs,upµ0qu,t p∇2fq
¯
px1, x2, x3q du
with the tensor integral operator
L
µ1,µ0
s,t phqpx1, x2, x3q :“
ż t
s
Pµ0s,v
`
K
µ0,µ1
s,v,t phqpx1, x2, .q
˘ px3q dv
`
ż t
s
ż
∆s,v
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq bµ0s,upx3, yq1 P φs,upµ0qu,v p∇x3Kµ0,µ1s,v,t phqpx1, x2, .qqpyq dv
On the other hand, using (5.10)
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ1,µ0φs,tpfq ´ pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ0φs,tpfq
“
ż
r0,1s3
ż t
s
E
´
x∇x3Lµ1,µ0s,u
´
S
r2,1s,φs,upµ0q
u,t p∇fq ` Sr2,2s,φs,upµ0qu,t p∇2fq
¯
pYǫq, pY1 ´ Y0qb3y
¯
du dǫ
with the interpolating path
ǫ “ pǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3q ÞÑ Yǫ :“
´
Y
1
0 ` ǫ1pY 11 ´ Y 10q, Y 20 ` ǫ2pY 21 ´ Y 20q, Y 30 ` ǫ3pY 31 ´ Y 30q
¯
and
pY1 ´ Y0qb3 :“ pY 11 ´ Y 10q b pY 21 ´ Y 20q b pY 31 ´ Y 20q
In the above display, pY i1, Y i0qi“1,2,3 stands for independent copies of a pair of random variables
pY0, Y1q with distribution pµ0, µ1q.
Using the commutation formula (3.5) we check that
∇x3L
µ1,µ0
s,t phqpx1, x2, x3q :“
ż t
s
Pµ0s,v
`
∇x3K
µ0,µ1
s,v,t phqpx1, x2, .q
˘ px3q dv
`
ż t
s
ż
∆s,v
Φs,upµ1qpdpu, yqq Bµ0s,upx3, yq P φs,upµ0qu,v p∇x3Kµ0,µ1s,v,t phqpx1, x2, .qqpyq dv
Using (5.18) for any differentiable matrix valued function hpx1, x2q such that }h}_ }∇x1h} ď 1 and
for any ǫ Ps0, 1r we check that
}∇x3Lµ1,µ0s,t phqpx1, x2, x3q}
ď c1 e´2λ1,2pt´sq
„ż t
s
e´λ1pv´sq dv `
ż t
s
´
e}b
r2s}2pv´sq ´ 1
¯
e´λ1pv´sq dv

ď c2 e´2λ1,2pt´sq
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On the other hand, we have
∇x1
”
S
r2,1s,µ
s,t p∇fq `∇x1Sr2,2s,µs,t p∇2fq
ı
px1, x2q
“ br1,1,2ss px1, x2q ∇Dµφs,tpfqpx1q ` br2,2,1ss px2, x1q ∇Dµφs,tpfqpx2q
`∇3Dµφs,tpfqpx1q br2ss px1, x2q1 ` br2,2ss px2, x1q ∇2Dµφs,tpfqpx2q `∇2Dµφs,tpfqpx1q ‹ br1,2ss px1, x2q
with the ‹-tensor product”
∇2Dµφs,tpfqpx1q ‹ br1,2ss px1, x2q
ı
k,i,j
“
ÿ
1ďlďd
”
∇2Dµφs,tpfqpx1qk,l br1,2ss px1, x2q1l,i,j ` br1,2ss px1, x2q1k,j,l∇2Dµφs,tpfqpx1q1l,j
ı
Using (5.3) we check that
}∇x1
”
S
r2,1s,µ
s,t p∇fq `∇x1Sr2,2s,µs,t p∇2fq
ı
} ď c e´λpt´sq sup
k“1,2,3
}∇kf} for some λ ą 0
We conclude that for any function f P C3pRdq s.t. supk“1,2,3 }∇kf} ď 1
|pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ1,µ0φs,tpfq ´ pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ0φs,tpfq| ď c e´λpt´sq W2pµ0, µ1q3 for some λ ą 0
The last assertion comes from the formula
1
2
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ1,µ0φs,t “
1
2
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2D2µ0φs,t ` pµ1 ´ µ0qb3D3µ0,µ1φs,t
Proof of theorem 2.6
We extend the operators Dkµ1,µ0φs,t introduced in theorem 2.4 to tensor functions f “ pfiqiPrns by
considering the tensor function with entries
Dkµ1,µ0φs,tpfqi “ Dkµ1,µ0φs,tpfiq (5.19)
By theorem 2.4 we have
rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs pbupXµ0s,upxq, .qq
“
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdyq dr1s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, yq
“
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdyq dr1s,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, yq `
1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2pdzq dr2s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, zq
“
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdyq dr1s,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, yq `
1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2pdzq dr2s,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, zq
`
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb3pdzq dr3s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, zq
(5.20)
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with the functions
d
r1s,µ1,µ0
s,t pXµ0s,tpxq, yq :“ Dµ1,µ0φs,tpbtpXµ0s,tpxq, .qqpyq
d
r2s,µ1,µ0
s,t pXµ0s,tpxq, pz1, z2qq :“ D2µ1,µ0φs,tpbtpXµ0s,tpxq, .qqpz1, z2q
dr3s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, pz1, z2, z3qq :“ D3µ1,µ0φs,tpbtpXµ0s,tpxq, .qqpz1, z2, z3q
We also write drks,µs,t instead of d
rks,µ,µ
s,t . Using (2.12) and (4.12) we check that
}∇y dr1s,µ1,µ0s,t pXµ0s,tpxq, yq} ď c1 e´λpt´sq
as well as
}p∇z1 b∇z2q dr2s,µ1,µ0s,t pXµ0s,tpxq, z1, z2q} ď c2 e´λpt´sq for some λ ą 0 (5.21)
Using (2.14) we also have
|
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb3pdzq dr3s,µ1,µ0s,t pXµ0s,tpxq, zq| ď c3 e´λpt´sq W2pµ0, µ1q3 for some λ ą 0 (5.22)
On the other hand, we have the second order expansions”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ1s,upxqq1 ´
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1
“
ż 1
0
”
∇2X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı `
Xµ0s,upxq ` ǫpXµ1s,upyq ´Xµ0s,upxqq
˘1 rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqs dǫ
“
”
∇2X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqs
`
ż 1
0
p1´ ǫq
”
∇3X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı `
Xµ0s,upxq ` ǫpXµ1s,upyq ´Xµ0s,upxqq
˘1 rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqsb2 dǫ
In the same vein, we have
bupXµ1s,upxq, yq ´ bupXµ0s,upxq, yq
“
ż 1
0
br1su
`
Xµ0s,upxq ` ǫpXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqq, y
˘1 rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqs dǫ
“ br1su pXµ0s,upxq, yq1 rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqs
`
ż 1
0
p1´ ǫq br1,1su
`
Xµ0s,upxq ` ǫpXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqq, y
˘1 rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqsb2 dǫ
This implies that
X
µ1
s,tpxq ´Xµ0s,tpxq
“
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs pbupXµ0s,upxq, .qq du`
ÿ
k“2,3
R
rks,µ0,µ1
s,t pxq
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with the second order remainder term
R
r2s,µ0,µ1
s,t pxq
:“
ż t
s
”
∇2X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqs rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs pbupXµ0s,upxq, .qq du
`
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs
´
br1su pXµ0s,upxq, .q1
¯
rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqs du
and the third order remainder term
R
r3s,µ0,µ1
s,t pxq
:“
ż 1
0
ż t
s
”
∇2X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqs
rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs
´
br1su
`
Xµ0s,upxq ` ǫpXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ1s,upxqq, .
˘1 ¯ rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqs dǫ du
`
ż 1
0
p1´ ǫq
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1
rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs
´
br1,1su
`
Xµ0s,upxq ` ǫpXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ1s,upxqq, .
˘1 ¯ rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqsb2 du dǫ
`
ż 1
0
p1´ ǫq
ż t
s
”
∇3X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı `
Xµ0s,upxq ` ǫpXµ1s,upyq ´Xµ1s,upxqq
˘1
rXµ1s,upxq ´Xµ0s,upxqsb2 rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs pbupXµ1s,upxq, .qq du dǫ
Combining (3.4) with (2.4) and (2.16) for any k “ 1, 2 we check the uniform estimate
}Rrks,µ0,µ1s,t pxq} ď c e´λpt´sq W2pµ0, µ1qk for some λ ą 0 (5.23)
We check (2.18) using (5.21) and (5.20).
Using (5.3) we also have the estimate
}∇yDµ0Xµ0s,tpx, yq} ď c3 e´λpt´sq for some λ ą 0
Observe that
rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs pbr1su pXµ0s,upxq, .q1q “
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdyq dr1,1s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, yq
“
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qpdyq dr1,1s,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, yq `
1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2pdzq dr2,1s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, zq
with the matrix valued functions
d
r1,1s,µ1,µ0
s,t pXµ0s,tpxq, yq :“ Dµ1,µ0φs,tpbr1st pXµ0s,tpxq, .q1qpyq
d
r2,1s,µ1,µ0
s,t pXµ0s,tpxq, z1, z2q :“ D2µ1,µ0φs,tpb
r1s
t pXµ0s,tpxq, .q1qpz1, z2q
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We also write dr1,1s,µs,t instead of d
r1,1s,µ,µ
s,t . Observe that
R
r2s,µ0,µ1
s,t pxq
“ 1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2pdzq
ż t
s
”
∇2X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 Dr2,1sµ0 Xµ0s,upx, zq du
`1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb2pdyq
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 Dr1,1sµ0 Xµ0s,upx, zq du`R
r3,2s,µ0,µ1
s,t pxq
with
R
r3,2s,µ0,µ1
s,t pxq
“ 1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb3pdyq
ż t
s
”
∇2X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 Dµ0Xµ0s,upx, y1q dr2s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, py2, y3qq du
`1
2
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb3pdyq
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 dr2,1s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, py2, y3qq Dµ0Xµ0s,upx, y1q du
`
ż t
s
”
∇2X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 Rr2s,µ0,µ1s,u pxq rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs pbupXµ0s,upxq, .qq du
`
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 rφs,upµ1q ´ φs,upµ0qs
´
br1su pXµ0s,upxq, .q1
¯
Rr2s,µ0,µ1s,u pxq du
Observe that
}Rr3,2s,µ0,µ1s,t pxq} ď c e´λpt´sq W2pµ0, µ1q3 for some λ ą 0 (5.24)
This yields the second order decompositionn (2.19) with the remainder term
R
µ1,µ0
s,t pxq :“ Rr3s,µ0,µ1s,t pxq `Rr3,2s,µ0,µ1s,t pxq
`
ż
pµ1 ´ µ0qb3pdzq
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµ0q
u,t
ı
pXµ0s,upxqq1 dr3s,µ1,µ0s,u pXµ0s,upxq, zq du
The end of the proof of is now a consequence of the estimates (5.22), (5.23) and (5.24). The proof
of the theorem is completed.
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